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The Pulse 

The MISSION of The Merchant Navy Association is to bring all serving and retired Seafarers together in a spirit of 

companionship, consideration and commitment towards a united lobby for the Community of the Sea 
Hi Shipmates, 

Please find below more snippets of information since circular #8 was published 17 June 2022. 
My thanks to MNA National Secretary, Pete Sinke’s daily publication “Maasmond Maritime - Shipping News 

Clippings”, Lloyds List, gCaptain, Maritime London, Flashlight and many others from the T’internet, not 

forgetting the items sent in by Readers and any other source I can access. 

 
MNA National Contact Points 

Chairman, Ian Hodge - Mobile: 07725 995 321 Email: chairman@mna.org.uk 

 

Secretary, David Parsons - Tel: 01935 414 765   Email: secretary@mna.org.uk    

 

Welfare & Events, Tim Brant, - Tel: 01733 205001, Email : events@mna.org.uk 

 

Membership, Roy Glencross - Mobile: 07738 425 875  Email: membership@mna.org.uk    

 

MNA Slop Chest Supply Officer - Sandra Broom Tel  0121 244 0190  

 shop@mna.org.uk  

 

Full Ahead Editor, Sandra Turner -  fullahead@mna.org.uk  Tel 01889 585 588 

 

Change of Address????  If any member has changed any of their contact details (Postal, E-

mail or Telephone) it is important that you inform the following people by email:-  
 R546060@aol.com   membership@mna.org.uk   secretary@mna.org.uk &  events@mna.org.uk 
 

 

 
1963 built NIGHT STAR in Asia’s World City livery, approaching the Tsim Sha Tsui Star Ferry Pier. 

Photo : Tyn van Amelsfoort © 
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The Merchant Navy Association 
Bringing Seafarers past & present together  

Through meetings and communications 
Comradeship and Support for all seafarers 

Merchant Navy and Fishing Fleets 

For information visit our website 

www.mna.org.uk  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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The CHIRP Maritime Annual Digest is here! 

CHIRP Maritime is pleased to announce the publication of its 

Annual Digest. It contains all reports issued by CHIRP in 2021 

and in-depth articles authored by maritime experts such as the 

Maritime and Coastguard Agency, the International Seafarers 

Welfare and Assistance Network, (ISWAN). 

 

We hope you find it an interesting, informative and enjoyable 

read. 

 

Yours in safety, 

The CHIRP Maritime team 

 
https://www.chirpmaritime.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Annual-digest-2021-digital-edition.pdf  

  

 

  

 

http://www.mna.org.uk/
https://www.chirpmaritime.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Annual-digest-2021-digital-edition.pdf
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LNG ship generator engines leak more methane than main engines, study 

finds By : Declan Bush  
GENERATOR engines on liquefied natural gas carriers have been found to leak more methane than main 

engines despite being far less powerful. Researchers at Queen Mary University of London measured 

methane and carbon dioxide emissions from the Cheniere-chartered GASLOG GALVESTON (IMO: 

9864928) on a round trip last year from Corpus Christi, Texas, to discharge 67,500 tonnes of LNG at 

Zeebrugge, Belgium.It found methane slip was higher than expected — 3.8% on average — particularly 

from the ship’s four non-propulsion generator engines, though CO2 emissions were lower than expected. 

The two main engines had methane slip of about 2% but the generator engines leaked about 8%. “This 

means that ~8% of all LNG that is sent into the generator engines slips out and is emitted directly to 

atmosphere,” the researchers said.  

 

The ship emitted 4,600 tonnes of CO2 and 68.1 tonnes of methane, 0.04% of the delivered LNG. Of that 

methane, 60% came from the generator engines and 39% from the main engines.  

 

The four generator engines also varied: The first leaked 8% methane and the fourth engine 16%.  

 

The engine load was about 40% across the main and generator engines during the study. Running the 

engine at closer to 80% load would have cut methane slip by more than half, the study said.  

“This study helps to fill a big data gap when it comes to methane emissions from LNG shipping,” said 

principal investigator Paul Balcombe. “It is vital that we understand what their emissions profile is at a 

time when LNG imports are likely to grow substantially to reduce Europe’s reliance on Russian gas.” 

Methane, the part component of natural gas, is the second most prevalent greenhouse gas and contributes 

a quarter of today’s man-made global warming.  

 

LNG emits up to 21% less CO2 than fuel oil but its environmental benefit depends on limiting methane 

slip from LNG ship engines.  

 

Dr Balcombe said the study, published on June 14 in the journal Environmental Science and Technology, 

was the first of its kind to measure total methane emissions from engines on board LNG carriers, 

including venting and fugitive emissions. “We need to do much more to get a representative sample of the 

approximately 600-strong LNG fleet,” he said. “As well as these academic measurement studies, 

increased monitoring of emissions from engines, vents and fugitives would allow us to identify and 

implement effective reduction measures as hotspots are found.”  

 

Venting and fugitive emissions (such as from leaky pipes) from the ship were extremely low, contributing 

less than 0.1% of total greenhouse gas emissions, while CO2 emissions from fuel usage were also lower 

than previous estimates due to more efficient modern engine and ship design, the study said.  

 

The methane slip was in line with manufacturers’ test data but was higher than other studies because of 

the generator engines’ higher slip.The study recommended installing methane monitors on exhausts for 

more accurate estimates and help efforts to cut emissions “There is an urgent need to identify and 

implement further feasible methods of methane emission reduction if natural gas is to contribute to 

meeting maritime GHG reduction targets.” Cheniere climate and sustainability senior director Fiji George 

said the company was expanding its emissions monitoring on most of its chartered carriers to put the 

study's recommendations into action.  

 

The 2021-built, 174,000 cu m GASLOG GALVESTON uses a WinGD X-DF low-pressure dual-fuel, 

two-stroke LNG engine. It was chosen for its engine type, with low-pressure two strokes currently the 

most popular for newbuilding. The study was funded by Enagas SA and Collaboratory to Advance 

Methane Science, a research group. Source : Lloydslist 
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Duke of Kent leads renaming ceremony for Guernsey's historic lifeboat 

Report by ITV Channel's Kate Prout  

One of Guernsey’s most celebrated lifeboats has been given a new lease of life. The Duke of Kent Prince 

Edward presided over an official renaming and dedication ceremony at St Katharine Docks in 

London.The Sir William Arnold boat, also known as RNLB 5202, was originally paid for by islanders.  

 

It operated out of St Peter Port for three decades and was responsible for helping to save hundreds of lives 

at sea, including the BONITA shipwreck rescue in 1981.The freight liner was sailing from Panama to 

Hamburg in a force 12 hurricane when she was knocked sideways by three huge waves. In very testing 

conditions the crew of the Sir William Arnold rescued 29 people on board. They were awarded the 

gallantry medal for their bravery. Former Coxswain Mike Scales said: “We don’t do it for the 

commendations. All lifeboat crews in those days were seafaring crew as well. We did what we had to do.” 

Now owned and restored by Colin Trowles, the boat is docked at Heybridge basin in Essex and is used as 

a training and education centre for the RNLI. 

About 80 ships still trapped in Ukraine, says Lloyd’s agent By : David Osler  

ABOUT 80 vessels remain effectively trapped in Ukraine despite local and international efforts to free up 

port access following Russia’s incursion into the country, according to the local Lloyd’s agent. So far into 

the conflict, Russian forces are reported to have attacked nine merchant ships at the Ukrainian ports, 

resulting in one sinking and two deaths, Odessa-based Eurogal added Russia is seeking to unblock the 

occupied port of Mariupol, from which the products of Ukraine’s largest steel plant are shipped, and has 

declared the port free of mines. But it has so far succeeded in dredging only the so-called ‘old gates’, 

which can be crossed by vessels with a maximum draught of 3.5m. This is insufficient for laden bulk 

carriers. In the face of this hold-up, Russia is starting to move locally-produced steel and grain by rail.  

 

Grain consignments through Reni, Izmail and Kiliia — three smaller ports close to the Romanian border, 

which have been less impacted by the fighting — have quadrupled year on year, as Ukraine desperately 

seeks ways of ensuring its grain exports make it onto world markets.  

 

However, marine insurers are bracing themselves for a hit running to tens of millions of dollars as soon as 

August, when around 12 to 15 ships are expected to be declared constructive total losses under war risk 

policies, on grounds of three months’ deprivation of use. Many of the rest are due to become ATLs in 

August, if they are covered by policies that specify six months rather than three months as time for the 

payout, which is the more common wording.  

 

Eurogal also reports major transport infrastructure losses in the country, with around 24,000 km of the 

road network and 6,300 km of railways either damaged, destroyed or occupied. As well as the seaports 

that have suffered from the war, the conflict has also taken out 304 bridges, 12 military aerodromes and 

11 civilian airports, resulting in cumulative losses to Ukraine exceeding $40bn. Source : Lloydslist 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

SafeTALK   Fri, 17 Jun 2022 11:42 

SafeTALK training this is just to let you know that we have 3 definite dates in the calendar .( No other 

dates are at present available.) Please let me know if you would like to attend any of these training 

sessions and if so if I can assist with travel and accommodation. 

 

Glasgow               Tuesday 6 September 

South Tees          Wednesday 7 September 

Southampton    Tuesday 20 September 

 

Helen van Gass (Helen@mnwb.org.uk) 
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Sunk! Two Royal Navy officers who had affair on nuclear submarines are 

sacked for putting British fleet at risk with emails sent during 'clandestine 

sexual relationship'  
Royal Navy officers sent emails detailing a nuclear submarine's operations The pair, who were in a 

'clandestine sexual relationship', have been dismissed A judge castigated their behaviour, saying 

they had compromised sub's security 

By JAMES TOZER FOR THE DAILY MAIL 

Two Royal Navy officers who had an affair while serving on Britain's nuclear submarines have been 

sacked for endangering national security with emails sent to each other as part of their 'clandestine sexual 

relationship'. Lieutenant Sophie Brook, 30, was considered a 'trailblazer' as the first female warfare 

officer on a nuclear sub. Women have only been allowed to serve on submarines since 2011. She had 

even been tipped to become the first female captain of a Navy submarine. But she and Lieutenant 

Commander Nicholas Stone, 37, put the secrecy of the UK's Trident nuclear deterrent at risk by sharing 

classified submarine movements which could have been intercepted by an enemy, a court martial heard. 

Their messages contained the departure time as well as the direction, speed and depth of travel of 

Vanguard-class submarine HMS VICTORIOUS. All of this 'would have been useful to an enemy' and 

risked weakening the 'cornerstone' of the nation's nuclear deterrent, the hearing was told. The messages – 

sent to a Yahoo account – were part of a 'clandestine sexual relationship' between the pair, despite Stone 

being married with two children.  

The highly respected officers' careers and reputations were in tatters, with Stone dismissed from the 

military and handed a suspended prison sentence of four months. Brook, who resigned after the messages 

were uncovered and went to work at the family car dealership, was also formally dismissed and handed a 

suspended prison sentence of five months. A judge castigated their behaviour, saying they had 

'compromised the security of the continuous at-sea deterrent'. Brook joined the Navy as an 18-year-old in 

2011, Bulford Military Court in Wiltshire was told. In 2020 she was a watch leader aboard HMS 

VICTORIOUS, while Stone – who has served in the Navy since 2003 – was a security officer aboard 

HMS AMBUSH. Both submarines were based at HMS Clyde at Faslane, about 25 miles from Glasgow. 

At the time, they were 'in a clandestine sexual relationship', Lieutenant Commander Peter Barker, 

prosecuting, said. 'Not least because Lt Cdr Stone was married with a young child.' In July of that year, 

HMS VICTORIOUS was about to set sail for operational patrol. The court martial heard that on the day 

of sailing, Brook sent a number of emails to Stone – using her secure MODNet account to send messages 

to his Yahoo account. The breaches were discovered by another officer before the submarine departed but 

Brook was allowed to remain on board. Jonathan Lynch, defending Brook, said she had been 'somewhat 

of a trailblazer in the Royal Navy' but had 'felt a lot of pressure' being in the 'spotlight', and had used 

Stone as an 'emotional crutch'. David Richards, defending Stone, said he had been 'foolish and stupid and 

made a mistake without thinking to respond to her.' Brook and Stone pleaded guilty all charges. 

Sentencing the pair, Judge Advocate Darren Reed told Brook her culpability was higher 'because you 

deliberately disclosed this information'. Stone had been 'reckless in replying to your email', he added. 'The 

continuous at-sea deterrent is the cornerstone of this country's assured and effective response to 

aggression.' Both were dismissed from the military and ordered to carry out 60 hours of unpaid work. A 

Royal Navy spokesman said it demanded 'the highest possible standards of behaviour from all its 

personnel' and reports of 'activities which fall short are taken very seriously, fully investigated, and dealt 

with as appropriate.' Source : Mail-Online 

 

New Maersk coastal service a breakthrough for New Zealand shipping  
The union representing seafarers says New Zealand coastal shipping is experiencing a once in a 

generation shift, with the announcement of another new coastal shipping service by Maersk. Maritime 

Union of New Zealand National Secretary Craig Harrison says the new service will feature two New 

Zealand crewed vessels and was a major step forward for the industry. 

. Source : Maritime Union of New Zealand - Representing New Zealand maritime workers since 2002 
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U.S. Sailing Seized Russian Megayacht to Hawaii with New Crew 
Bloomberg June 16, 2022By K. Oanh Ha (Bloomberg) — 

US authorities are sailing the $325 million superyacht they 

seized last week that’s linked to Russian billionaire Suleiman 

Kerimov to Hawaii — a big win as the US looks to confiscate 

Russian assets and punish oligarchs for their country’s invasion 

of Ukraine. 

The 348-foot Amadea, now sailing under an American flag and 

manned by an all-new crew, is headed toward the US Hawaiian 

islands and was last spotted about 160 miles from Honolulu, 

according to vessel data compiled by Bloomberg and space-

based analytics firm Spire Global Inc. That would be a roughly 3,100-mile journey from Fiji, where the 

Supreme Court lifted a stay on June 7 that had prevented the US from sailing the vessel away from the 

South Pacific nation after its registered owner mounted a series of legal challenges.  

“It makes sense it would be going to Honolulu since it’s the nearest port where the US would be able to 

berth it and hold it until it can be disposed of in whatever procedure that can be taken,” said Ian Ralby, 

chief executive of I.R. Consilium, a maritime law and security consultancy. “That’s a quite logical 

destination.” 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

U.S. Judge Orders Tanker Owner to Pay $44 Million Over Deadly Destroyer 

Collision By Jonathan Stempel  
A U.S. judge on Wednesday said the owner of an oil tanker must pay the United States $44.6 million over 

its role in a 2017 collision between the tanker with a U.S. Navy destroyer in southeast Asia that killed 10 

sailors and injured dozens more.  

U.S. District Judge Paul Crotty in Manhattan found Energetic Tank Inc 20% responsible and the United 

States 80% responsible for the Aug. 21, 2017, collision between the 39,000 metric ton ALNIC MC tanker 

and the USS JOHN S. McCAIN. Both vessels had been cruising alongside each other when the McCain, a 

guided missile destroyer nearing Singapore for a routine port call, veered left. The bow of the ALNIC 

pierced the McCain’s broadside, causing the destroyer to flood. Energetic Tank, which court papers say 

has an office in Monrovia, Liberia, sought to hold the United States responsible for the collision, which 

caused damage of $185 million to the McCain and $442,445 to the ALNIC. The United States conceded 

that the McCAIN bore some blame, but that the ALNIC 

also played a role. Crotty ruled after a non-jury trial last 

November.  

The $44.6 million includes interest.  

Absent objections, a second trial will apportion the 

money to victims and their families, the judge said. Forty-

one wrongful death or personal injury claims were filed. 

Neither lawyers for Energetic Tank nor the U.S. 

Department of Justice immediately responded to requests 

for comment. Paul Hofmann, a lawyer for some of the 

claimants, said the “well considered” decision will 

prove “some level of recompense” for sailors and 

families who suffered grievous injuries.  

In 2019, the National Transportation Safety Board said the probable cause of the collision was “a lack of 

effective operational oversight of the destroyer by the U.S. Navy, which resulted in insufficient training 

and inadequate bridge operating procedures.” It recommended several safety measures. The case is In re 

Energetic tank Inc as owner of the M/V Alnic MC, for Exoneration from or Limitation of Liability, U.S. 

District Court, Southern District of New York, No. 18- 01359.Source : Reuters (Reporting by Jonathan 

Stempel in New York; editing by Diane Craft) 

 

 
Tugboats from Singapore assist the guided-missile 

destroyer USS JOHN S. McCAIN (DDG 56) as it steers 

towards Changi Naval Base, Republic of Singapore 
following a collision with the merchant vessel ALNIC 

MC while underway east of the Straits of Malacca and 

Singapore on Aug. 21, 2017.  
U.S. Navy Photo 

https://gcaptain.com/author/bloomberg/
https://www.bloomberg.com/quote/SPIR:US
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Shatt Al-Arab – Sri Lanka-built pilot station vessel to operate in Iraq  
The General Company for Ports of Iraq 

(GCPI), a port operating company under 

the Iraqi Ministry of Transport, recently 

began operating a new catamaran pilot 

station vessel built by Colombo Dockyard 

(CDPLC) of Sri Lanka.  

SHATT AL-ARAB (“River of the Arabs”) 

is one of two newbuild vessels supplied by 

CDPLC to the same customer in fulfilment 

of a contract that also includes Toyota 

Tsusho Corporation (TTC) of Japan with 

loan funding provided by the Japan 

International Cooperation Agency (JICA). 

The delivery of Shatt Al-Arab and Al Faw, a buoy tender also built by CDPLC, is part of a multi-phase 

initiative of port and harbour rehabilitation and reconstruction projects being carried out in Iraq with the 

assistance of the Japanese government.  

Under phase two of the rehabilitation, which involve renovations and maintenance of Iraq’s import-export 

base at the Persian Gulf port of Khor Al-Zubair, the buoy tender will deploy buoys necessary for the safe 

navigation of ships while the pilot station vessel will transport workers to offshore oil export facilities in 

the Gulf of Basra. SHATT AL-ARAB was designed by Singapore-based naval architects MTX Marine 

Design and Consultants in compliance to ClassNK rules. The vessel has a length of 52.4 metres, a beam 

of 18 metres, a depth of 6.1 metres, and fully air conditioned accommodations for up to 47 people. 

CDPLC said that, as the vessel was built to be used in Middle East waters, special consideration has been 

made to select machinery and equipment capable of withstanding the harsh conditions encountered in its 

area of operations. Two diesel engines propel the catamaran to a speed of 14 knots. The engines are fitted 

with an array of 19 copper nickel box coolers supplied by Weka Marine.  

SHATT AL-ARAB has already begun operating in Iraq. In addition to serving its main role as a pilot 

transfer vessel, it is also slated to provide accommodation services and logistical support for the pilot 

boats and crews that operate out of Khor Al-Zubair and the country’s other major Persian Gulf port at 

Umm Qasr.  

SPECIFICATIONS SHATT AL-ARAB  

Type of vessel : Pilot station vessel  

Classification : ClassNK  

Flag : Iraq  

Owner : General Company for Ports of Iraq  

Designer : MTX Marine  

Design and Consultants, Singapore  

Builder : Colombo Dockyard, Sri Lanka  

Length overall : 52.4 metres  

Beam : 18 metres  

Depth : 6.1 metres  

Maximum speed : 14 knots  

Other equipment : Weka Marine box 

coolers  

Type of fuel : Diesel  

Passengers : 47  

Operational area : Gulf of Basra, Iraq  

 

Source :Baird Maritime 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Floating crane’ used for Red Sea bridge installation BY ROB HORGAN  
A ‘floating crane’ has been deployed for the construction of a 

1.2km bridge in the Red Sea. Mammoet’s MTC 15 crane has been 

placed upon a barge in the middle of the sea to lift sections of the 

bridge into place. The bridge will connect Saudi Arabia’s mainland 

with a man-made island built as a luxury tourist destination. Led by 

the Red Sea Development Company (TRSDC), the project is 

located on Saudi Arabia’s west coast, between the cities of Umluj 

and Al-Wajh, and sits over 28,000 km2 of pristine lands and 

waters, including a vast archipelago of more than 90 islands. Its 

main island - a dolphin shaped Shurayrah Island, will be the gateway to The Red Sea Project.  

The Shurayrah Bridge will become one of the main access points for guests onto the island and is being 

designed and built by marine engineering firm Archirodon. To handle the transportation and installation 

of 60 pre cast bridge-beam and edge-beam segments onto piers Archirodon reached out to Mammoet. 

Initially, the customer was looking at installing the bridge sections by SPMTs on a barge with the help of 

SPMT’s suspension cylinders to lift and then lower the pre-cast segments on the bridge bearings. 

However, having studied the project in more detail, Mammoet’s engineering team proposed an alternative 

installation method by using Mammoet's mobile floating crane concept: MTC 15 crane positioned on a 

barge, thereby creating a 500t capacity containerised floating sheer leg with an outreach of 30m. This 

installation method cuts time in half and will allow contractors to install one section a day instead of one 

in two days. Mammoet Saudi Arabia manager Abdul Rouf said: “The combination of creative engineering 

with a flexible innovative equipment enables Mammoet to offer this unique tailor-made solution for the 

customer that saved significant time. “Moreover, the decreased handling time made this method of 

operation safer and eliminated the need to build an additional temporary infrastructure. Our collaboration 

with the client optimized the overall project schedule and ultimately kept the customer’s budget.” 

Upon completion in 2030, the Red Sea Project will comprise 50 hotels, with up to 8,000 hotel rooms and 

around 1,300 residential properties across the 22 islands and six inland sites. Source : New Civil Engineer 

Greece renews calls for Iran to release two oil tankers and crew  
Maritime authorities in Greece have renewed calls for Iran to release the crews of two seized oil tankers. 

The DELTA POSEIDON and PRUDENT WARRIOR were taken by the country’s Islamic Revolutionary 

Guard Corps (IRGC) in the Persian Gulf last month in a tit-for-tat move. The Greek Coast Guard and 

independent monitoring services have said the two tankers are moored at the Iranian port of Bandar. At 

least nine Greek nationals and one Cypriot were on board. Tehran has stated that the crews are in “good 

health” and have not been detained. The move came just days after Athens announced that it would hand 

over a reported 700,000 barrels of Iranian crude oil from a Russian-flagged tanker it impounded over to 

the US. The Russian vessel, which tried to switch its flag to Iran at the eleventh hour, was seized on April 

19 off the island of Evia due to global sanctions linked to Russia’s war with Ukraine. US and EU 

sanctions also bar countries from buying Iranian petrochemical products. On Tuesday, Iran said that 

Greece had released the Russian tanker after a court order to return the oil to Tehran. “The Greek 

government issued an order to this effect, and now we are witnessing the lifting of the seizure of the ship 

and its return to its owner,” Iran’s port and maritime authorities said in a statement. But a Greek court has 

temporarily banned the ship from departing the country’s waters amid “financial claims” from a tugboat 

company. Greek authorities are still hopeful that the release of Iranian oil will prompt a similar move by 

Tehran.Dramatic footage from May showed armed IRGC officers descending onto the deck of one of the 

Greek vessels from a helicopter. Greek Merchant Marine Minister Ioannis Plakiotakis has described the 

Iranian seizure as a threat to the security of shipping and commerce. “We call on all nations to act to put 

an end to this unacceptable incident and ensure that it does not happen again,” he said on June 3.Both 

Germany and France’s foreign ministries have also condemned the seizure of the Greek tankers and 

called on Tehran to release the ships with their crew. The Iranian government had called the statements 

“biased” and “inappropriate interference”. Source: Euronews 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BOOK REVIEW  

“PUT NOT YOUR TRUST IN PRINCES” 
FROM BANNOCKBURN TO THE BURDEKIN, BY SEA &  

“OF SHIPS AND SHOES AND SCOTLAND” By Neil Baird 

These two fine books should be read 

sequentially in the above order. 

Apart from being excellent personal 

memoirs of a seagoing life from 

naïve Scottish deck cadet to 

cynically experienced Australian 

ship owner, they provide a fine 

explanation of what motivates 

emigrants and entrepreneurs. They 

have a further very useful role in 

being first-rate business case studies 

presented against a truly global and 

multi-generational background.  

The first book is personally 

preferred by this reviewer for all the 

above reasons as well as being more 

concise and precise. The second is 

rather overdone in order, perhaps to show off the author’s classical knowledge and explain the depths of 

his philosophical approach to life, business and literature. That, however, is not to say that the latter is a 

waste of time. Far from it, it is well worth reading, if only for its case study vignettes such as that 

describing the catastrophe of the Ro-Pax ferry Queen Salamasina that was given to Tonga by Australia in 

the late 1970s. That well intentioned mess, created by the usual Canberra maritime “experts” who foul 

everything they touch, is brilliantly described. The author well recounts a fascinating and lengthy career. 

The fact that, at age 82, he is entering into another ship owning venture probably says all that needs to be 

said about the man. We can only hope that he records that adventure as well and entertainingly as those of 

his first eight decades.  

Author: Denis Gallagher 

Available from : Avid Publications, Flintshire, UK. 

Austin Macauley Publishers, London, UK.  

Web:  www.austinmacauley.com 

Rosslare to open new freight route to Zeebrugge  
A new freight route is to be opened between Rosslare Europort and Zeebrugge in Belgium from next 

month. Management at Rosslare have confirmed that Finnlines is launching a twice-weekly service 

between the two ports on 23 July. The new roll-on, roll-off route will link Ireland with one of continental 

Europe's busiest ports and open up new routes for exporters from Ireland. The route will be operated by 

the ro-ro vessel Finnpulp which is owned by Finnlines, part of the Grimaldi group.The ship can carry 

about 225 trailers and there will be two departures every week in each direction. "The growth of Rosslare 

Europort's direct connections to and from the European continent continues apace," port manager Glenn 

Carr said today. "Having established ourselves as Ireland’s leading port for direct European RoRo 

services in 2021, the announcement by FinnLines will bring to 34 the number of direct services between 

Rosslare and the continent next month." He said Finnlines "joins our existing customers for European 

services – Stena Line, Brittany Ferries, DFDS and Neptune Lines – in taking advantage of our location, 

our connectivity, our capacity, and our work with Irish industry to provide it with the best possible 

service". Antonio Raimo, Line Manager at Finnlines, said the company is "delighted to support the 

growing post-Brexit Irish trade to the continent and provide transport operators with an important 

alternative route, which will greatly benefit all stakeholders and the Irish economy". Source : RTE 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

  

http://www.austinmacauley.com/
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Seafarer costs to accelerate on rising officer shortfall  
Seafarer wage rates are set to accelerate in the face of worsening officer supply / demand imbalance. 

Sustained fleet growth will lead to the highest shortfall of officers to crew the world’s merchant fleet in 

over a decade by 2027, with important implications for both hiring and future manning cost inflation, 

according to the latest Manning Annual Review and Forecast report published by global shipping 

consultancy Drewry.  

The current officer supply shortfall is estimated to equate to around 5% of the global pool, which is 

broadly manageable in practical terms for vessel operators. But there is heightened risk with regard to the 

Russia / Ukraine conflict potentially further limiting the supply of a large number of officers.  

Looking ahead to 2027 the supply / demand gap is expected to widen to a deficit equating to over 8% of 

the global officer pool. This is despite a slight anticipated uptick in the rate of growth in supply as 

training rates increase now that Covid restrictions are much less significant. While ratings supply has also 

been slowing, this poses less concern to employers as it remains broadly elastic to increases in demand as 

the global fleet expands. “Recruiting and retaining quality officers with experience on sophisticated 

vessel types is likely to be the first pressure point in a tightening supply pool,” said Drewry’s head of 

manning research Rhett Harris. “Employers need to ensure that a career at sea is an attractive career 

option for ambitious and well-educated people.”  

Worldwide consumer price inflation is forecast to be over 7% in 2022 before falling back to around 3% 

for the forecast period to 2027. In the face of this seafarer wage rates are expected to increase by around 

2.5% each year, in average terms, from around 1.5% in 2022. There will however, be increased volatility 

by rank, nationality and vessel type outside of these averages. “Accelerating manning costs are being 

driven by inflationary macroeconomic pressures and rising officer shortfall,” added Harris. “Together 

with higher insurance and supply chain costs, these pressures will further fuel higher vessel operating 

costs over the medium term.”Source: Drewry 

 

The COASTBUSTER II operating in Fort William Photo : Albert Mooij (c) 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

OSJ Lifetime Achievement Award: Captain Mike Meade 
M3 Marine Group founder and chief executive Captain Mike Meade won Offshore Support Journal’s 

Lifetime Achievement Award 2022 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Giant Cruise Ship’s Maiden Voyage May Be To A Scrapyard - Bloomberg - 

June 19, 2022By Rainer Buergin 
Jun 19, 2022 (Bloomberg) –An unfinished mega-liner that was to be one of the world’s biggest cruise 

ships by capacity is sitting in a German shipyard, waiting to be scrapped, because bankruptcy 

administrators can’t find a buyer, according to cruise industry magazine An Bord. 

The lower hull of a liner known as Global Dream II, the 

second global class vessel from insolvent MV Werften 

shipyard on Germany’s Baltic coast, is to be disposed of at 

scrap price, An Bord reported, citing insolvency 

administrator Christoph Morgen. Machinery and much of the 

equipment, which had already been delivered, are to be sold, 

the German magazine cited Morgen as saying at a press 

conference on Friday.  

Morgen’s focus is now on its sister ship, Global 

Dream, which is ready to float in the dock in Wismar, 

northern Germany, the magazine said. MV Werften’s 

Wismar shipyard was sold to Thyssenkrupp AG’s Kiel-based naval unit, which plans to build military 

vessels there from 2024 amid rising tensions following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. Thyssenkrupp 

Marine Systems wants the large dock to be available by the end of 2023, it said. 

Both of the ships were initially commissioned by Asia-based Dream Cruises, which collapsed along with 

its parent company Genting Hong Kong earlier this year after the Covid-19 pandemic sapped demand for 

cruises.  

Plans to complete the Global Dream at the Wismar site have collapsed, An Bord said. Sweden’s Stena 

AB, which wanted to build a cruise product in Asia, was the only interested party, but bailed out when 

former Genting owner Lim Kok Thay announced a new cruise brand in Singapore at the same time China 

upheld strict travel restrictions, the magazine said, also citing tensions in the South China Sea. 

Global Dream could be towed to any location in the world by ocean-going tugs, the magazine said. If no 

serious buyer is found in coming weeks, Morgen will have to start a bidding process, which would allow 

ship brokers with contacts to maritime scrap yards to submit their bids, it said. German cruise ship builder 

Meyer Werft could help finish Global Dream, after which the liner would be mothballed due to the 

current lack of buyers, lo Ostsee-Zeitung reported this week. 

© 2022 Bloomberg L.P. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Schoolgirl shares her future plans of becoming a RNLI lifeboat crew member  
Hollie Hutton, the daughter of volunteer Mechanic, Jonathon Hutton, at 

Peterhead Lifeboat Station, has shared her dream of becoming a RNLI crew 

member, following in the footsteps of her father. Hoping to keep it in the 

family, Hollie has been surrounded by RNLI lifeboats since a young age 

after her father joined the Perterhead RNLI lifeboat crew in 2014. Hollie 

wrote: ‘I feel that I would be a good member to the team and hopefully get 

to work alongside my dad and the crew I have known since I was little. I 

cannot wait to finally pursue my dream job by saving lives, helping people 

and working together as one amazing team. ‘I really hope that I will 

accomplish my dream with a lot of challenging work and training. But I 

know I will get there someday and be working side by side with my biggest 

inspiration, my dad.’ Already one step ahead, Hollie knows the skills, 

knowledge and training that she needs to achieve her dream of supporting 

the charity and becoming a RNLI volunteer crew member. As a charity, the 

RNLI rely heavily on volunteers like Jonathon. Hopefully in years to come, 

Hollie will join many others up and down the country who dedicate their time to help saves life at sea 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

https://gcaptain.com/author/bloomberg/
https://gcaptain.com/worlds-biggest-cruise-ship-bankrupt/
https://gcaptain.com/worlds-biggest-cruise-ship-bankrupt/
https://gcaptain.com/thyssenkrupp-eyes-german-shipyard-industry-consolidation/
https://gcaptain.com/genting-hong-kongs-crystal-cruises-said-to-be-closing-up-shop/
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Scotland to Europe ferry link 'to return in 2023' amid post-Brexit interest  

By Xander Richards  
A DIRECT ferry link between Scotland and mainland Europe is set to reopen early next year. The boat is 

expected to go from Rosyth, south of Dunfermline on the Firth of Forth, to Zeebrugge, on the coast of 

Belgium north of Bruges, in 2023.  

The route was last open to freight in 2018. At the time it was operated by DFDS, but a fire on board the 

Finlandia Seaways ship hastened the end as the company could not find a replacement and “lost all hope” 

of turning around losses. The ferry last carried passenger services in 2010, eight years after it first began 

sailing. It was Scotland's only direct sea link to Europe – and in the wake of Brexit the interest in re-

opening it has been building. At first, the ferries will carry freight, but there is an eye on opening the 

sailings to the public as well soon after, with concerns that not carrying passengers for 2023's summer 

tourism season would be a missed opportunity A statement of intent released by DFDS and Ptarmigan 

Shipping reads: “Ptarmigan Shipping and DFDS have signed an agreement with the intention to further 

investigate the possibility for a new ferry route between Rosyth and Zeebrugge with a target date being 

early 2023 for freight. “This is all subject to the support we can get from the market and stakeholders, 

which will be our focus during the next few months. A further study is being carried out regarding the 

passenger business.” Stakeholders are hoping that the passenger business would be popular with Scots 

looking to reduce the number of flights they are taking in order to address climate change. Further, it 

would also open up an avenue for Scotland’s motorbiking and campervanning communities to explore the 

European continent with their vehicles. SNP MP Douglas Chapman, who has been involved with the talks 

aiming at getting the Rosyth-Zeebrugge ferry back online, said that there were many exporters keen to 

make use of a more direct route to the European market. Chapman (above), the local MP for Dunfermline 

and West Fife, said: “This announcement is the culmination of months and months of work to get us to 

this stage. "I am hugely excited by this announcement of further investigating the possibility to start a 

direct freight service between Rosyth and Zeebrugge in 2023, and that this also includes investigating the 

possibility for a regular passenger service. “Connections have been made with VisitScotland and 

VisitFlanders along with a commitment to explore a full range of tourism and passenger opportunities. 

“Following Brexit we have identified many exporters who are keen to use a more direct route into key EU 

markets and every avenue is being explored to boost trade using this new, cost-effective ferry service. 

“The signing of this agreement is a great step forward. We've found that the project has a high amount of 

public and commercial goodwill and the hard work will continue in both Scotland and in Flanders to 

make sure the service is a huge and sustainable success.” Scottish Green MSP Mark Ruskell also 

welcomed the "exciting" news. His party called for ferry links with Europe to be renewed in the wake of 

Brexit ahead of the 2021 Holyrood election. Ruskell said: “Reinstating the Rosyth – Zeebrugge ferry 

would connect Scotland back to the heart of Europe once again. “It’s exciting that we are moving closer 

to this route being reinstated, it would make a big contribution to delivering economic and environmental 

benefits.” Source : The National 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Falklands at 40: Royal Navy Hunts for Campaign's Last Missing Vessel 
Veterans launch a search for the wreck to bring closure for families of six missing sailors 

PUBLISHED JUN 14, 2022 9:03 PM BY ROYAL NAVY NEWS 

Royal Navy and Royal Marines amphibious experts and veterans of 1982 are making a determined effort 

to finally find the "lost wreck" of the Falklands Campaign. Through painstaking research, highly-accurate 

computer modeling, and detailed understanding of weather and sea conditions, they hope to narrow down 

the search area based on where Landing Craft Foxtrot 4 was last sighted. Six crewmen were killed when 

the vessel was bombed late on June 8 1982. The tragedy is often overshadowed by the attack on RFAs Sir 

Galahad and Sir Tristram earlier that same day - the biggest single loss of British lives in the conflict. The 

40th anniversary of the tragedy was commemorated aboard amphibious flagship HMS Albion this week.  

 

The ship's crew were joined by Rear Admiral Jeremy Larken – in 1982, the commanding officer of HMS 

Fearless, Albion’s predecessor and Foxtrot 4’s ‘mother ship’.  
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Foxtrot 4, far left, departs Portsmouth for the Falklands with HMS Fearless and the other landing craft in the 

complement (Royal Navy) 

 

There has never been a determined effort to find the remains of Foxtrot 4, although in recent years RN 

survey vessels visiting the Falklands have conducted spasmodic searches. That may change thanks to the 

small team of veterans of 1982 – including Rear Admiral Larken – and serving personnel who’ve 

dedicated several years to trying to pinpoint the wreck site.  

 

After the craft – which was ferrying Land Rovers and Royal Signallers from Goose Green to Fitzroy to 

support the final assault on the Falklands capital, Stanley – was bombed, the surviving two crew and nine 

soldiers were rescued by helicopter. 262 The coastal supply vessel Monsunen, seized back from the 

Argentinians, attempted to take the landing craft under tow. Her crew – who included the future First Sea 

Lord Admiral Sir Phil Jones – struggled until nearly first light on June 9 when the crippled boat was 

finally abandoned.  

 

“The locations of all other ships lost in the conflict are known,” said former HMS Fearless and 4th 

Assault Squadron landing craft officer Lieutenant Colonel Richard Thurstan. “The men lost on them have 

graves at sea that their families and friends can identify. The men of Foxtrot 4 have no known grave other 

than the sea – and finding her would bring overdue closure for the families.”  

J 

ohn Prime, in 1982 Navigator and Operations Officer of HMS Fearless, has pored over official 

documents, charts, the testimonies of survivors to pinpoint where the landing craft was attacked, and 

where, having drifted helplessly through the night, was last seen on the surface.  

 

“Where she went next has been a mystery for 40 years – when a search resumed after daylight on June 

9th, Foxtrot 4 was nowhere to be seen,” he said.  

 

In addition, the team are using the latest technology to ‘rebuild’ the landing craft – in her damaged state – 

as a 3D model based on the original plans from 1962.  

If the craft didn’t drift over the horizon into the expanse of the South Atlantic, the wreck – about 25 

meters long – probably lies in water 40 to 60 meters deep, surrounded by the remains of the Land Rovers. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Helmsman Sentenced to 18 Months in Jail for Causing Fatal Collision  
Swedish Coast Guard searching after the collision with the SCOT CARRIER in the background (photo 

courtesy of Sjöräddningssällskapet) A Danish court on Thursday sentenced a British officer to 18 months 

in jail after he pleaded guilty to charges of negligent manslaughter for his role as helmsman leading to a 

collision that killed two Danish seaman. During the case in Copenhagen City Court, the 30-year-old 

British citizen tearfully confessed to his crimes, including being on a phone call and drinking prior to his 

watch, agreeing to plead guilty saying he was solely responsible for the collision.  

The SCOT CARRIER, a 4,700 dwt general cargo ship, 

was sailing in the busy shipping lane between 

Denmark and Sweden on December 13, 2021, when it 

collided with a small, self-propeller Danish barge the 

KARIN HOJ with two crewmembers aboard. The 

Danish vessel capsized and after an extensive search 

and rescue operation by the Swedish Coast Guard, the 

body of one of the sailors was found trapped in the 

flooded cabin on the vessel. Prosecutors on Thursday 

speculated that the other sailor who was never found fell overboard during the collision.  

Swedish authorities learned of the collision when they received a signal from the emergency beacon 

aboard the Danish vessel. They launched their search and ordered the Scot Carrier to return to the scene 

with the vessel only returning approximately 30 minutes after the collision. The vessel was detained and 

the Swedes initially took into custody the chief officer and the first officer, accusing them of being 

intoxicated. The chief officer was later released, but the first officer who was on duty as the helmsman 

was remained by the Danes in absentia and later extradited to Copenhagen to stand trial.During his 

confession in court, the helmsman admitted to drinking prior to going on duty at 11 p.m. but said he did 

not feel the effects and believed it was safe to navigate the vessel. A review of the vessel’s voice data 

recorder and navigation records showed that he entered a course change into the autopilot shortly before 

the collision. The helmsman was the only person on the bridge violating company policy and navigational 

regulations.  

He told the court he had looked out the windows and checked radar and did not see anything and then 

went back to a telephone call he was making via an app on his phone. He said less than 15 seconds before 

the collision he saw a white light to starboard and tried to reverse engines, but it was too late. He felt a 

“deep bump” knocking the Scot Carrier off course, while the voice records from the bridge captured him 

crying out multiple times “Oh my God…” He immediately started forward propulsion telling the court he 

needed the power to regain control of the ship.  

Asked why he did not stop the Scot Carrier he said he was confused and panicked. He regained control 

and continued on the fixed course. The captain later came to the bridge after a call from the Swedish 

Coast Guard. Blood alcohol testing of the helmsman conducted by the Swedes revealed a level of 1.15, 

well above the legal limits in Denmark and Sweden. In addition to the charge of negligent manslaughter 

with aggravating circumstances, he was also charged with leaving the scene without providing help or 

assistance to the crew of the Karin Høj. “I would like to say how sorry I am,” the helmsman said during 

his sentencing. “I am ashamed of my unprofessional behavior in the hours up to… I am so sorry.”In 

accepting his guilty plea, the court sentenced him to a year and a half in prison. He will also be deported 

from Denmark, banned from re-entering for 12 years, and indefinitely can not operate a ship in Danish 

waters. He was also ordered to pay restitution to the families and $7,000 in fines. Source : MAREX 

Bryan Davies takes the helm at new ABP Divisional Ports Manager, North West  
Bryan Davies will be the strategic lead for ABP’s four North West Ports Associated British Ports (ABP), 

the UK’s leading ports group, is pleased to announce that it has appointed Bryan Davies as the Divisional 

Ports Manager for the North-West region. A strategic ports sector leader, Bryan is currently Managing 

Director of UM Terminals, where he manages eight bulk liquid terminals across the UK, offering 

comprehensive services for diverse sectors from food to fuel. ……………….…… Source : portNews 

 

 
Helmsman guilty of manslaughter in collision 
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Master Boat Builders Building Second Tug for PNE  
Coden, Ala. shipbuilder Master Boat Builders, Inc. on 

Thursday announced the construction of a new 4,000-hp tug 

for PNE Marine Holdings, LLC. Slated for delivery in 2023, 

the new tug is the sister ship to Polaris, which was handed 

over to Polaris New Energy, LLC earlier this year. The sister 

ship to POLARIS will be coupled with a barge currently 

under construction at Fincantieri Bay Shipbuilding Company 

and will form a Jones Act-compliant articulated tug barge 

(ATB) to help fuel the cruise ship industry’s new liquefied 

natural gas (LNG)-powered ships in Port Canaveral in 

Florida.  

“Master Boat Builders is humbled by the vote of confidence 

from Polaris New Energy to request construction of a sister 

ship to POLARIS, which was delivered earlier this year,” said 

Garrett Rice, President of Master Boat Builders. “We are 

incredibly excited to continue this relationship with such a well-respected company in the industry.” 

Source : MarineLink 

 

 

 

 

Boston branch members at Spalding council 

offices attending the raising of the arm forces 

flag,  

 

 

 

Ben Stock standard bearer Roy Glencross 

chairperson Dennis Marriott Joan Woolard and 

John Flynn 

 

 

 

Sent from my iPhone 
Roy Glencross 

 

 

 

 

 

_________________________________________

_ 

Danish e-ferry sets new world distance record Written by Nick Blenkey  
World record was set on return trip from an IEA conference The pioneering 

Danish e-ferry ELLEN has racked up another record, becoming the world’s 

longest-range fully-electric ferry by sailing 50 nautical miles (92 kilometers) on 

a single battery charge. In service since 2019, the vessel operates between the 

Danish islands of Ærø and Fynshav. 

 

 
The MBB-built tug POLARIS was handed 

over to Polaris New Energy, LLC earlier 

this year. (Photo: Master Boat Builders) 
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Kindness at sea 
SIR – In two letters on the same day (June 17) Elizabeth Allum described the wounded soldier’s urge for 

a cigarette, while Captain Malcolm Farrow highlighted the invaluable service of the Merchant Navy in 

times of war. 

Forty years ago this month, I was serving on the hospital ship Uganda (a requisitioned P&O cruise liner) 

during the Falklands War. Following attacks on the Sir Galahad and Sir Tristram, on June 9 1982 we 

admitted 179 patients over a two-hour period. Nearly all had severe burns to their hands and faces. The 

majority also had nicotine cravings, which they were unable to satisfy due to their injuries. 

Uganda had a complement of civilian catering and domestic crew members, mainly from India, who had 

volunteered to stay onboard following the ship’s requisition. After setting up the extra beds, for days on 

end these merchant crew members patiently sat alongside soldiers’ beds putting a lit cigarette to their lips. 

During my 40 years in the Royal Navy medical service I have seen many sad episodes of death and 

suffering, but the memory of this act of kindness stills bring a lump to my throat. 

Lt Cdr Mark Trasler 

Gosport, Hampshire 

B O E K B E S P R E K I N G by : Frank Neyts 
The East Africa Campaign 1914-18 

Osprey Publishing issued a most interesting book “The East Africa Campaign 1914-18. Von Lettow-

Vorbeck’s Masterpiece”. The book is written by David 

Smith and illustrated by Graham Turner.  

The East African Campaign in World War I consisted of a 

series of battles and guerrilla actions which began in German 

East Africa in 1914 and spread to portions of Portuguese 

Mozambique, northern Rhodesia, British East Africa, the 

Uganda Protectorate, and the Belgian Congo. German 

colonial forces under Lieutenant-Colonel Paul von Lettow-

Vorbeck attempted to divert Allied forces from the Western 

Front. Despite the efforts of the Allied forces, 

Lettow Vorbeck’s troops remained undefeated at the end of 

the war. In this fascinating work, David Smith documents 

how a wide array of British, Indian, South African, Belgian, 

Portuguese and local native forces invaded German East 

Africa and slowly ousted the German forces, a process made 

tortuous by Lettow Vorbeck’s masterful management of 

tactics and movement. Among the events covered are the 

Battle of Tanga, the scuttling of the Königsberg, the German 

railway campaign, and the battles at Salaita Hill, Kondoa-

Irangi, Mahenge, Mahiwa and Namacurra. 

Colourful period and specially commissioned illustrations bring to life a wide ranging and eventful 

campaign in which a high price was extracted for every inch of ground given up. Like all publications of 

Osprey Publishing, a most interesting book ! “The East Africa Campaign 1914-18” (ISBN 978 1 4728 

4891 8), a softback, counts 96 pages and costs £15.99 or USD 24.00, P&P exclusive. One can buy the 

book in the better bookshop or direct with the publishers: Via the Osprey website: 

www.ospreypublishing.com . 

By 2035 Melting ice could open up an Arctic Sea route not controlled by Russia  
By James Dinneen One of the few routes ships can take through the icy waters of the Arctic is controlled 

by Russia. However, by the middle of this century melting sea ice could open a route by which ships 

could avoid Russian-controlled waters. The Northern Sea Route extends from the Kara Sea to the Bering 

Strait, hugging much of Russia’s 24,000-kilometre Arctic coastline. Traffic along the route today is 

modest: total Arctic shipping last year was equivalent to a day or two of traffic through the Suez Canal. 

 

 

http://www.ospreypublishing.com/
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Merchant Navy Appreciated by the Royal Navy 

 
Thanks to Eric Brown for sending this to The Pulse 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I got myself a seniors' GPS.  Not only does it tell me how to get to my destination, 

it also tells me why I wanted to go there. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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REARDON SMITH, Sir William Antony 4th Bt 1937-2022 
From the Telegraph of 10 June 2022:  Obit  -  Sir Antony Reardon Smith, Bt, scion of a Welsh ship-

owning and philanthropic dynasty – obituary (telegraph.co.uk) 

EXTRACTS: 

Sir Antony Reardon Smith, Bt, born June 20 1937, died June 8 2022 

Sir Antony Reardon Smith, Bt, scion of a Welsh ship-owning and philanthropic dynasty – obituary 

By the time Reardon Smith succeeded as chairman of the group in the 1980s the fortunes of British 

merchant ships were waning 

Sir Antony Reardon Smith, 4th Bt, who has died aged 84, was the scion of a famous Welsh shipping 

company and a philanthropist. 

William Antony John Reardon Smith, the fourth baronet of Appledore, Devon, was born on June 20 

1937. The baronetcy was created in 1920 for William Reardon Smith (1856-1935) – who had started his 

career at sea as a ship’s cook in the trading smack Unity and risen to master and then shipowner – in 

recognition of his contribution to the war effort 1914-18.... 

....In 1985 Antony Reardon Smith succeeded as chairman of the group. But the 1980s was once more a 

period of bust and the tonnage of British flag merchant ships was falling rapidly. The number of ships in 

the direct ownership of the Reardon Smith Line fell to just four, and this time the business collapsed. 

Subsequently Reardon Smith held a number of appointments in the City, and in 2002 he began another 

career, as Clerk to the Worshipful Company of Fuellers, one of the more recent livery companies. He was 

saddened never to have returned to mainstream shipping, but the Fuellers provided him with the challenge 

of running a livery company, combined with the social life which he relished. 
As clerk for 14 years, he helped to implement the Fuellers’ generous charitable policy, giving two-thirds of its 

income to education and research, its military affiliates, the RNLI, and causes linked to the energy industry. He 

also continued the tradition started by his great grandfather, who had benefited many institutions in Wales over 

the years, including the Reardon Smith Nautical College. 

His Christian faith found expression through the Order of Saint Lazarus of Jerusalem, of which he became a 

knight in 1997, a knight commander in 2002, and bailiff (2002-08). 

Antony Reardon Smith married, in 1962, Sue Wight, who survives him with their three sons and a daughter; 

his son Nicolas “Nic” Reardon Smith, born in 1963, succeeds in the baronetcy. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Great Lakes Set for Record Cruise Year  
After a two-year pause, Great Lakes cruising is back with more cruise ships 

and passengers than ever, according to a press release. In 2022, cruise 

passengers will make nearly 150,000 visits to Great Lakes ports. The number 

of passengers is up by more than 25 percent from 2019, according to a 

statement. 

 “Great Lakes cruising makes travel easy, with no need to pack and unpack here. Travelers will find great 

value and a quality experience where someone else can do the driving,” said David Lorenz, Chair of 

Cruise the Great Lakes, and Vice President of Travel Michigan. “Great Lakes cruising offers a unique 

two-nation destination experience including a diversity of people and places.” Cruise the Great Lakes is 

the region’s cruise marketing program focused on attracting more passengers.  

The region’s Governors and Premiers launched Cruise the Great Lakes and it is now managed by the 

Conference of Great Lakes St. Lawrence Governors and Premiers. Partners such as cruise lines, ports, 

convention and visitor bureaus, chambers of commerce, associations and others work toward shared goals 

with participating States and Provinces. In 2022, nine ships will be cruising on the Great Lakes including 

Pearl Seas, American Queen Voyages, St. Lawrence Cruise Lines, Ponant, and, for the first time ever, 

Viking Cruises. Altogether these cruises will generate an economic impact of over $120 million. Great 

Lakes cruises have fewer than 200 passengers on average and typically each calls on five to 10 ports 

around the region. Cruises visit both large and small communities such as Cleveland, Ohio; Duluth, 

Minnesota; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Detroit, Muskegon and Mackinac Island, Michigan; Thunder Bay, 

Toronto and Niagara Falls, Ontario; and, Chicago, Illinois. Source: cruiseindustrynews. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/obituaries/2022/06/23/sir-antony-reardon-smith-bt-scion-welsh-ship-owning-philanthropic/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/obituaries/2022/06/23/sir-antony-reardon-smith-bt-scion-welsh-ship-owning-philanthropic/
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Kindness at sea 
SIR – In two letters on the same day (June 17) Elizabeth Allum described the wounded soldier’s urge for 

a cigarette, while Captain Malcolm Farrow highlighted the invaluable service of the Merchant Navy in 

times of war. 

Forty years ago this month, I was serving on the hospital ship Uganda (a requisitioned P&O cruise liner) 

during the Falklands War. Following attacks on the Sir Galahad and Sir Tristram, on June 9 1982 we 

admitted 179 patients over a two-hour period. Nearly all had severe burns to their hands and faces. The 

majority also had nicotine cravings, which they were unable to satisfy due to their injuries. 

Uganda had a complement of civilian catering and domestic crew members, mainly from India, who had 

volunteered to stay onboard following the ship’s requisition. After setting up the extra beds, for days on 

end these merchant crew members patiently sat alongside soldiers’ beds putting a lit cigarette to their lips. 

During my 40 years in the Royal Navy medical service I have seen many sad episodes of death and 

suffering, but the memory of this act of kindness stills bring a lump to my throat. 

Lt Cdr Mark Trasler 

Gosport, Hampshire 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Pip Hare Gives a Tour of Her Foiling IMOCA 60, Medallia 
by Rick Spilman Jun 24, 2022 

Here is a short video of Pip Hare giving a tour under sail of her foiling IMOCA 60 Medallia to Yachting 

Monthly’s Katy Stickland. Hare recently completed the Vendée Arctique, a qualifying race for the 

Vendée Globe 2024/25 in Medallia. Pip Hare was the first British skipper to finish the Vendée Globe 

2020/21, placing 19th overall. She is also only the 8th woman to ever finish the race. 

Pip Hare gives us a full tour of her foiling IMOCA 60 – Yachting Monthly 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Troopships | Royal Air Force Changi Association 

This List may be of interest? 

https://www.rafchangi.com/troopships/ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Medevac for Three Crew After Explosion on MSC Containership  
French maritime authorities assisted by the 

French Navy responded to reports of a fire and 

explosion aboard an MSC containership 

sailing in the Mediterranean. They coordinated 

a medical evacuation from the containership 

of three crewmembers, including two who are 

reported to be in serious condition.  

Reports of the incident were received at the 

regional SAR operation center (Cross Med) in 

Toulon, France around 9:00 a.m. June 21. The 

center coordinated dispatching a survey team and medical assistance to the containership. They were also 

assisted by the French amphibious carrier TONNERRE which was operating in the area at the time of the 

accident.  

The MSC RACHELE a 17-year-old containership registered in Panama was sailing between Naples and 

the port of Fos Sur Mer near Marseille when a fire broke out in the engine room of the vessel. Reports are 

indicating that the fire was followed by an explosion that injured the members of the crew. The vessel 

was about 20 miles south of Cape Cepet at the time. Under the SAR agency’s emergency plan an 

assessment team was dispatched to the containership to determine the status of the machinery, power, 

status of the vessel and its cargo, and the consequences of the fire and explosion. The first teams aboard 

reported that the fire on the 107,466 dwt vessel seemed to be under control but that the vessel was drifting 

without power. Source : MAREX 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

https://api.follow.it/trackstatistics/v2/I9cjjVqXUiAmrr54l2cZQjQrk7G3syPm03BwFh9bF8ACvkb6l7q85Ylth5eFABsbmqTgJeHQm44qiXy1aoy4WqyGdv8c6f8H?key=--XHZqzvL80G40fi8Aq44qC9rDAydsQ865ZZn2J8MxE
https://www.rafchangi.com/troopships/
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MSC orders another 20 containerships from Chinese yard  
ALPHALINER is reporting that Mediterranean Shipping Co's (MSC) world-beating orderbook has grown 

by another near 200,000 slots, according to Singapore's Splash 247. MSC has chosen Jiangsu New Times 

Shipbuilding in China for the next phase of its extraordinary expansion that will ensure it becomes the 

first liner in history to control a fleet in excess of 5 million slots shortly. The Chinese yard has been 

contracted to build twenty ships for the Geneva-based carrier, an order made up of ten 8,100 TEU vessels, 

and ten 11,400 TEU vessels. All ships will be delivered in 2024 and 2025 and will feature LNG dual-fuel 

propulsion. No price has been revealed for this latest series of ship orders. MSC already has fourteen 

7,000 TEU ships on order at the same yard. According to Alphaliner data, MSC has 111 vessels made up 

of 1.45 million slots on order, roughly the same deployed capacity as the current size of Japan's Ocean 

Network Express (ONE), the world's seventh largest carrier. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Protesters' target Navy ship in Ōpua By Peter de Graaf  
A Navy vessel was pelted with eggs and road cones in Ōpua 

yesterday by protesters who tried to cut through the ship's 

mooring ropes with a chainsaw. They tried to storm the 

vessel three times, using pallets and skip bins to protect 

themselves from the high-pressure fire hoses directed against 

them by the ship's personnel. The crew eventually had to 

resort to rifles, causing a number of casualties among the 

protesters. Fortunately, it was all just an exercise and the shots fired were only blanks — though there 

was nothing fake about the fire hoses. The aim was to prepare the crew in case they ever become 

embroiled in civil strife during deployments around the Pacific. The "protesters" — led by a very 

convincing Henry Matangi, a Navy base operations warrant officer from Whangārei — were members of 

the ship's crew playing the part of locals from the fictional country of Avalon, where New Zealanders are 

apparently not welcome. The HMNZS WELLINGTON, an 85m offshore patrol vessel with up to 80 

crew, was on its second visit to Ōpua during its current four-week training voyage. Source : NZHerald 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Boston branch at Spalding for 

the raising of the arm forces 

week 
Spalding Chairman and staff invited 

Members of the Boston & South 

Lincolnshire branch of the MNA to attend 

the raising of the flag at their offices on 

21st June, followed by a parade up through 

the centre of town for a short service, then 

marched over the town bridge to St 

Mary’s and St Nicholas church for the 

main service, accompanied by a school 

choir. 

Our standard-bearer was given pride of 

place at the head of the procession. 

Members that attended, were Chairperson 

of the branch Roy Glencross MNM, ( 

National Membership Secretary) standard-

bearer Ben Stock ( National archivist)  Dennis Marriott, John Flynn and Joan Woolard. 

Other events supported by our branch, Branch secretary Roger Round and Treasure Margaret Bafico 

attend the service at Boston, while Capt John Sail Branch president and (National Vice-President) attend 

Stamford. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Weymouth & Portland and District MNA 
3 rd – 8 th June: Branch visit to 

Normandy Landings 

Commemorations.( Pegasus 

Bridge, Batterie de Merville, 

Ranville CWG,, Caen Citadel & 

Memorial Gardens wreath laid, 

Outstream Landing Craft 

Memorial Wreath laid, Bayeux 

CWG Wreath laid, Arromanches 

wreath laid, Port en Bessen 47 

Commando Memorial, Ver-sur-

Mer Memorial wreath laid. 2 

Branch MN Standards present. 
_____________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

Lifeboat Drill Accident: Weakened Hardware, Improperly Secured Sling 

Caused Accidental Free-Fall  
Lifeboat Release in British Columbia, TSB of Canada Finds - Mike Schuler June 21, 2022 

Weakened hardware and an improperly secured lifeboat sling caused the accidental release of a bulk 

carrier’s free-fall lifeboat during a drill that left two crew members seriously injured in English Bay, 

British Columbia in 2020. 

In an investigation report published Tuesday by the The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB), 

the agency details its investigation into the December 1, 2020 accident aboard the bulk carrier Blue 

Bosporus. 

While carrying out a free-fall lifeboat drill at an anchorage in English Bay, the slings holding the lifeboat 

failed, causing the lifeboat to fall approximately 14 meters to the water below. Two crew members inside 

the lifeboat, both of whom were unsecured at the time, were seriously injured and taken to the hospital. 

The forward starboard side of the lifeboat’s hull sustained damage. 

The investigation found that the crimp sleeves, which are used to secure the eyes on the lifeboat slings, 

had weakened over time. 

“The manner in which the slings were attached to the hooks on the lifeboat davit caused the load to 

concentrate on the right rear sling. This, in combination with the weakened crimp sleeves, caused the 

failure of the slings and a bracket on the lifeboat. Without a complete procedure for conducting a drill that 

involved launching the lifeboat using the davit, the crew had developed an informal practice that did not 

address the risk of standing unsecured in the lifeboat, which led to the serious injury of 2 crew members 

when the lifeboat fell,” the TSB said. 

Although the ship owner, Apollonia Lines S.A., had regular maintenance routines in place to verify the 

condition of the lifeboat and its launching appliances, they did not prompt the crew to specifically check 

the condition of the slings. 

“While there are international requirements for inspections of lifeboat lifting appliances and associated 

components, they do not clearly address slings associated with free-fall lifeboats. In the absence of any 

international guidance requiring free-fall lifeboat slings to be verified periodically, inspected before use 

and marked with a safe working load, there is a risk that this critical equipment will be overlooked during 

inspections or its safe limits will be exceeded, leading to an accident,” the TSB said. 

Following the incident, Apollonia Lines replaced the failed and damaged equipment aboard the Blue 

Bosporus, including adding a newly manufactured, load tested and certified sling assembly and brackets. 

The company also issued a safety management system circular to all its vessels regarding requirements 

for inspections of lifeboats and associated equipment and for lifeboat drills. 

WHO warning over spike in BA.4 and BA.5 as COVID cases rise in 110 countries 
 

 

https://gcaptain.com/author/mike/
https://www.tsb.gc.ca/eng/enquetes-investigations/marine/2020/M20P0353/M20P0353.html
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Firefighters Battle Cargo Fire on Bulker Docked in Belgium  
Firefighters in Belgium are struggling to put out a stubborn cargo fire on a 

bulker docked at the port of Ghent. They expect the fire will burn for at least 

24 hours and possibly longer while warning residents and drivers to be 

cautious due to the thick smoke in the area. The bulker LOWLANDS 

MIMOSA is docked at the Sifferdok in Ghent. The 63,939 dwt vessel is 

managed by CLdN Cobelfret and reported loaded with a cargo of scrap metal. The bulker is 655 feet long 

and registered in Panama. The local fire brigade received reports of the cargo fire at around 11:00 p.m. 

Thursday, June 23. Arriving at the port they found large quantities of smoke billowing from the hold of 

the vessel blanketing the port and spreading into the surrounding area. Warnings were issued for drivers 

to proceed with caution on local roads as well as for residents to close their windows due to the level of 

smoke. The crew of the vessel had attempted to fight the fire before calling for assistance. One 

crewmember was taken to a local hospital suffering from smoke inhalation. Firefighters reported that their 

work was being complicated by the position of the cargo in two holds aboard the ship. They were 

concerned with the vessel’s stability with a spokesperson reporting that they were pumping water on the 

fire but being forced to stop to pump water out of the ship’s holds as well. By Friday morning, the 

firefighters were reporting that they believed the fire was under control and they had brought in a crane to 

begin removing the scrap metal to the dock as part of the fire fighting effort. Two firefighters have 

received minor injuries and were also taken to the local hospital. Source : MAREX 

Chinese captain’s sentence cut in killing of pirates 
The Kaohsiung branch of the High Court on Thursday reduced a Chinese man’s jail sentence from 26 

years to 13 for allegedly ordering the killing of suspected pirates while captain of a Taiwanese vessel in 

2012. Wang Fengyu was arrested on Aug. 22, 2020, after the ship he was captain of at that time, the 

Seychelles-flagged Indian Star, docked at the Port of Kaohsiung. Kaohsiung prosecutors in October that 

year charged Wang with homicide and contraventions of the Controlling Guns, Ammunition and Knives 

Act for the alleged killing of four suspected pirates.  

In January last year, the Kaohsiung District Court found Wang guilty of the charges and sentenced him to 

26 years imprisonment. Wang appealed the case, but the High Court in May last year upheld the sentence. 

He filed another appeal with the Supreme Court, which found discrepancies in the evidence presented, 

and it in August last year ordered the High Court’s Kaohsiung branch to re-examine the case for a retrial. 

 On Thursday, the High Court said the evidence only showed that Wang had ordered the killing of one 

suspected pirate, not four, and reduced his sentence to 13 years. The court said it also considered in its 

ruling the serious security issues related to the incident taking place at sea.  

The ruling can still be appealed. The incident occurred on Sept. 29, 2012, aboard the Kaohsiung-

registered PING SHIN No. 101 while it was operating in the Indian Ocean off Somalia. Wang was hired 

by a Kaohsiung company to serve as acting captain of the Ping Shin in 2011, court documents showed. 

The vessel was operating about 595km southeast of Mogadishu when it, along with the Kaohsiung-

registered CHUN I No. 217 and two other unidentified fishing boats, were allegedly fired upon by a 

vessel crewed by four suspected pirates, court documents showed. One of the fishing boats rammed the 

attacking vessel, which capsized, depositing the crew in the water. Wang allegedly instructed two 

Pakistani crew members he hired to shoot the men in the water, it showed. 

The killings became public two years later in August 2014 when a 10-minute video clip of the shootings 

was circulated online, after a smartphone believed to have filmed the shootings was found in a taxi in Fiji 

and an anonymous person uploaded the video to YouTube. In the clip, a man believed to be the captain is 

heard giving orders in Mandarin with a Chinese accent over a loudspeaker to the crew, as 40 rounds of 

live ammunition are fired. The four men in the water are shot one by one, with the video showing the 

water turning red around them. No images of the shooters are seen. Although Wang is Chinese and the 

crime occurred in the Indian Ocean, prosecutors said they were able to charge him in Taiwan because the 

shootings originated on a Taiwanese vessel. In the indictment, Wang allegedly told prosecutors that he 

was involved in “tracking down pirates,” but said the shootings were in “self-defense.” Source: Taipei 

Times 
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Brand New Cruise Ship to Be Auctioned Off  
The Helsinki Shipyard is inviting tenders for the sale of the 

SH VEGA. Originally ordered for Swan Hellenic, the 

10,000- ton expedition vessel is in final stages of 

construction at the Finnish shipbuilder. According to an 

announcement published on the shipyard's website on June 

13, the vessel, which is being referred to by its construction 

name Hull 517, will be delivered to the highest bidder on 

July 19. “Helsinki Shipyard Oy seeks to obtain the best fair 

market value for the vessel and reserves the right to reject 

any and all bids,” the shipyard said in the statement. The vessel is also said to offered for sale "as is, 

where is,” without representation, warranty, or guaranty as to quantity, quality, title, character, condition, 

size, or kind, or that the same is in condition or fit to be used for the purpose for which intended. A sister 

to the SH MINERVA, the 152-guest ship was supposed to enter service for Swan Hellenic in July. 

According to the Helsinki Shipyard, the expedition vessel was designed with a strong focus on polar areas 

and features a PC5 Ice Class notation. It was built under the survey of Lloyd’s Register EMEA and 

completed sea trials in late May. The tender process is taking place online, with biddings being submitted 

via email. The last date for submission of applications is June 24, with the winner set to be revealed on 

July 1. Bidders are welcome to inspect the vessel to be sold prior to submitting a bid, the Helsinki 

Shipyard said. After suffering with sanctions related to the Russia – Ukraine war, Swan Hellenic had 

revealed plans to acquire the vessel in May. In a statement sent to Cruise Industry News, the operator said 

it had exercised an option to purchase the ship from a Russian leasing company on March 31. The 2021-

built SH MINERVA, which is currently laid up in Uruguay, was also said to be in the process of being 

acquired. “The legal procedure of transferring full ownership of the vessels to Swan Hellenic are now at 

an advanced stage and due to be completed soon,” the company said at the time. Source : cruiseindustrynews. 

Survey Shows Worrying Increase in Number of Containers Lost at Sea 
Mike Schuler June 22, 2022 

The number of shipping containers lost at sea has risen significantly during the pandemic thanks to an 

“unusually high” number of incidents particularly in the winter of 2020-21, the World Shipping Council 

said in its lastest Containers Lost at Sea report. 

The winter of 2020-21 saw a huge spike in the number of weather-related incidents, bringing average 

losses for the two-year period (2020-2021) to 3,113 containers, compared to 779 in the previous period 

(2017-2019). The past two years caused worrying break in the downward trend for losses, with the 

average number of containers lost at sea per year since the start of the survey increasing by 18% to 1,629 

(from 2008-2021). 

Read more at https://gcaptain.com/survey-shows-worrying-increase-in-number-of-containers-lost-at-

sea/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-080f2cd241-

139894965&mc_cid=080f2cd241&mc_eid=4c72dd3685 

DERBYSHIRE SUBMARINERS NEWSLETTER TRADE JOURNAL 275 

JULY 2022 
Now on line: 

 

http://www.godfreydykes.info/TJ%20275%20Jul%202022.pdf  

 

Regards 

Terry (Nobby) Hall 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

PRESS RELEASE Monday 27th June 2022 

Maritime Welfare Charities pull together to support ex P&O Ferries staff 
 

 

https://gcaptain.com/author/mike/
https://mb.cision.com/Main/20134/3589985/1596185.pdf
https://gcaptain.com/shipping-containers-lost-at-sea/
https://gcaptain.com/survey-shows-worrying-increase-in-number-of-containers-lost-at-sea/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-080f2cd241-139894965&mc_cid=080f2cd241&mc_eid=4c72dd3685
https://gcaptain.com/survey-shows-worrying-increase-in-number-of-containers-lost-at-sea/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-080f2cd241-139894965&mc_cid=080f2cd241&mc_eid=4c72dd3685
https://gcaptain.com/survey-shows-worrying-increase-in-number-of-containers-lost-at-sea/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-080f2cd241-139894965&mc_cid=080f2cd241&mc_eid=4c72dd3685
http://www.godfreydykes.info/TJ%20275%20Jul%202022.pdf
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USS Samuel B Roberts: World’s Deepest Shipwreck Located 

Posted on June 25, 2022 by Rick Spilman 

 
The BBC reports that explorers have found the deepest shipwreck ever identified, a US navy 

destroyer escort sunk during WWII. 

The USS Samuel B Roberts went down during the Battle Off Samar in the Philippine Sea in October 

1944. It lies in 6,895m (22,621ft) of water. 

Texan financier and adventurer Victor Vescovo, who owns a deep-diving submersible, discovered the 

“Sammy B” battered but largely intact. 

In the Battle Off Samar, the US Navy escort carrier task force Taffy 3 was surprised by the arrival of a 

Japanese fleet of 23 ships, consisting of 4 battleships, 6 heavy cruisers, 2 light cruisers, and 11 destroyers, 

commanded by Admiral Kurita. Among the fleet was the Yamoto, one of two of the largest battleships 

ever built. To face the Japanese, the task force had only 3 destroyers and 4 destroyer escorts to defend 6 

escort carriers.  

Despite being outnumbered and outgunned, 

the seven destroyers and destroyer escorts 

sank 3 Japanese heavy cruisers and damaged 

3 heavy cruisers and 1 destroyer. The cost 

was high, however. Of the 3 US destroyers, 2 

were sunk and one was damaged. One of the 

destroyer escorts, the Sammy B, was sunk 

and 2 were damaged.  

Steaming through incoming shells, Samuel B. 

Roberts scored one torpedo hit and several 

gunfire hits on larger enemy warships before she was sunk, earning the appellation: “The destroyer escort 

that fought like a battleship.” Of the Samuel B Roberts‘ 224-man crew, 89 were killed. The 120 survivors 

clung to life rafts for 50 hours awaiting rescue.  

Based on the intensity of the attack by the American destroyer and destroyer escorts, Admiral Kurita was 

convinced that he was engaging a much larger carrier force. Admiral Kurita decided to break off the 

attack and steam northwest. 

In 2019, the wreck of the USS Johnston, one of the destroyers sunk in the battle, was located at a depth 

of 20,400 ft in the Philippine Sea, setting the previous record for the deepest shipwreck, prior to the 

discovery of the Samuel B Roberts.  

Thanks to Alaric Bond and David Rye for contributing to this post. 

Russian Superyacht Reappears in Dubai After Going Dark 
https://gcaptain.com/russian-superyacht-reappears-in-dubai-after-going-dark/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-a1932a12a9-

139894965&mc_cid=a1932a12a9&mc_eid=4c72dd3685  
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Megayachts Run Low On Safe Harbors As Russia Sanctions Take Hold 
https://gcaptain.com/megayachts-run-low-on-safe-harbors-as-russia-sanctions-take-

hold/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-a1932a12a9-139894965&mc_cid=a1932a12a9&mc_eid=4c72dd3685 

 

http://www.oldsaltblog.com/2022/06/uss-samuel-b-roberts-worlds-deepest-shipwreck-located/
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https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-61925862
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/USS_Samuel_B._Roberts_(DE-413)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_off_Samar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Victor_Vescovo
https://www.oldsaltblog.com/2019/11/wreckage-of-uss-johnston-hero-of-the-battle-of-samar-located-at-20400-feet-deep/
https://www.alaricbond.com/
https://gcaptain.com/russian-superyacht-reappears-in-dubai-after-going-dark/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-a1932a12a9-139894965&mc_cid=a1932a12a9&mc_eid=4c72dd3685
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Insurer Must Pay Spanish Claim in Prestige Oil Spill, EU Court Says  
By Foo Yun Chee - BRUSSELS,  

June 20 (Reuters On Monday, Spain won backing from Europe’s top court in its mutli-million euros 

damage claim against The London Steam-Ship Owners Mutual Insurance Association for a massive oil 

spill on its north-western coast two decades ago.  

The 2002 sinking of the Greek oil tanker, Prestige, which was 

sailing to Gibraltar, released an estimated 63,000 tonnes of foul-

smelling black fuel along the Galicia coast and forced the closure 

of Spain’s richest fishing grounds.  

It led to a lengthy dispute between The London Steam-Ship 

Owners’ Mutual Insurance Association Limited, the insurer of the 

vessel, and Spain.  

The latter took its case to a Spanish court which subsequently ordered the insurer to pay compensation, 

capped at $1 billon, for the damage. The London Steam-Ship Owners’ Mutual Insurance Association 

Limited, in turn, initiated arbitration proceedings in London, which resulted in a ruling that Spain could 

only seek damages claims through arbitration in London under English law.  

Spain then asked a UK court to enforce the Spanish ruling and got its backing in 2019. The insurer 

appealed, prompting the UK High Court to seek guidance from the Luxembourg-based Court of Justice of 

the European Union (CJEU). The CJEU took Madrid’s side.  

“The arbitration proceedings initiated in the United Kingdom cannot block the recognition of the Spanish 

judgment ordering the insurer to pay compensation for the damage caused by the oil spill,” judges said.  

“To accept that a judgment entered in the terms of an arbitration award by which an arbitral tribunal 

declared itself to have jurisdiction on the basis of such an arbitration clause may prevent the recognition 

of a judgment given in another Member State following a direct action for damages brought by the 

injured party would be liable to deprive that party of effective compensation for the damage suffered,” 

they said.  

The case is C-700/20 London Steam-Ship Owners’ Mutual Insurance Association.  

(Reporting by Foo Yun Chee; Editing by Alison Williams)  

(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2022 

Lloyd’s Register Finds ‘Significant’ Efficiency Benefits for Newcastlemax Bulk 

Carrier Design Featuring Rotor Sails 
https://gcaptain.com/lloyds-register-finds-significant-efficiency-benefits-for-newcastlemax-bulk-carrier-

design-featuring-rotor-sails/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-adabe09886-

139901945&mc_cid=adabe09886&mc_eid=ddbb375665 

New vessel type could be needed to carry electric vehicles By : David Osler  
SAFETY considerations surrounding electric vehicles are sufficiently different from those that apply to 

internal combustion engine vehicles that a new vessel type may be needed for their carriage, according to 

a P&I club safety specialist. Consideration should be given to vehicle spacing, which is governed by deck 

layouts, and the use of different firefighting equipment, said Simon Hodgkinson, head of loss prevention 

at West of England.  

He was speaking after the loss of MOL Car Carriers’ 60,000 gt FELICITY ACE, which suffered a serious 

fire off the Azores in February, while laden with 4,000 new Volkswagen-Audi Group cars. This incident 

marked the latest in a long line of major car carrier casualties over the past decade, including HOEGH 

XIAMEN , GOLDEN RAY and GRANDE AMERICA. Questions are inevitably being asked about the 

safety of the vessel type, and insurers are responding by seeking higher premiums to reflect perceived 

greater risk. Investigations into Felicity Ace are still ongoing, and the causes of the fire may never be 

definitively determined, not least because the hull now sits on the seabed. But once they do, the fire is 

harder to put out. “Older ships were designed to carry internal combustion engine vehicles, whether that 

is a pure car carrier, a car and truck carrier or a ro-ro. Design has not quite caught up with the changeover 

to electric vehicles,” he said. ………………………………………………………. Source : Lloydslist 

 

 
The sinking of the Greek tanker 

released an estimated 63,000 tonnes of 

foul-smelling black fuel along the 

Galicia coast and forced the closure of 

the country's richest fishing grounds 
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Remembering the tragic sinking of His Majesty’s Hospital Ship (HMHS) 

Llandovery Castle.  
On June 27, 1918, the HMHS Llandovery Castle, under the command of Lt.–Col. Thomas Howard 

MacDonald (a native from Nova Scotia), was torpedoed by German submarine SM U–86, (SM U-86 - 

Wikipedia), off southern Ireland (en route from Halifax, Nova Scotia to Liverpool, England). Out of the 

258 souls on board, 234 lives were tragically lost by drowning and subsequent machine-gunning of 

lifeboats.  

The hospital ship consisted of a crew of 168 men and 94 Canadian Army Medical Corps (CAMC) 

personnel, including Medical Officers, Nursing Sisters, a Pharmacy Dispenser, a Ward Master, Medical 

Orderly NCOs, dozens of Medical Orderlies, and a hospital Chaplain. Only one lifeboat survived the 

attack. It was picked up by the destroyer HMS Lysander on the morning of June 29, 36 hours after the 

attack. Twenty-four people survived the attack on lifeboats, including six members of the Canadian Army 

Medical Corps. This tragic sinking was the deadliest Canadian naval disaster of the Great War, and 

became internationally infamous as one of the greatest atrocities of the First World War.  

On June 26, 2018, The Llandovery Castle: A New Canadian Opera, premiered at the Calvin Presbyterian 

Church (located in Toronto, Ontario, Canada). Another performance followed on June 27th. This ‘New 

Canadian Production’ was created by composer Stephanie Martin and librettist Paul Ciufo as an act of 

remembrance for this special centennial commemorative date. On April 6, 2020, The Llandovery Castle: 

Opera Laurier’s First Full Performance (1hr 20 min) was streamed on “YouTube Premieres.” (The 

Llandovery Castle, fully-staged production at Wilfrid Laurier University - YouTube ). 

The Llandovery Castle is part of a ‘Canadian driven’ worldwide recognition initiative dedicated to 

honouring our Allied Merchant Navy and American Merchant Marine Veterans as the mainstay of the 

Allied Forces victories in both World Wars. It also highlights their contributions to the Korean and 

Vietnam conflicts. Likewise, we pay tribute and promote the modern day shipping industry as paramount 

to international security, defence, and to the global economy.  

Multiple Casualties, Hundreds Injured After Toxic Gas Cylinder Explodes at 

Jordan’s Aqaba Port -Incident Video - Mike Schuler - June 27, 2022 

At least 10 people are reported dead and hundreds injured after a gas cylinder was dropped and exploded 

while being loaded onto a ship at Jordan’s 

Aqaba port, according to media reports. 

Video of the incident shows an ISO cylinder 

reportedly containing 25 tonnes of chlorine 

fell as it was being loaded by a shoreside 

crane onto a ship, causing an explosion of 

yellow gas that quickly engulfed the ship 

and pier. 

A Jordanian government spokesperson told 

the AFP that the death toll has risen to ten. 

Another spokesperson said more than 200 

people were injured, while other reports are 

saying over 250 people injured. An updated count said 12 dead, 251 injured. 

The ship appears to be the Hong Kong-flagged MV Forest 6, a multi-purpose cargo and heavy lift vessel 

built in 2021. 

Officials said the cylinder contained 25 tonnes of chlorine destined for Djibouti. 

The Port of Aqaba is strategically located on the northeastern tip of the Red Sea and is only seaport in 

Jordan. 

Chlorine is widely used to disinfect surfaces and purify water but, when inhaled the gas turns to 

hydrochloric acid, which can cause internal burning and drowning through a release of fluids in the 

lungs. Watch the video at:- 

 

https://english.alarabiya.net/News/middle-east/2022/06/27/Gas-leak-in-Jordan-kills-5-injuries-over-200  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SM_U-86
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SM_U-86
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zV3RDHrgkBA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zV3RDHrgkBA
https://gcaptain.com/author/mike/
https://english.alarabiya.net/News/middle-east/2022/06/27/Gas-leak-in-Jordan-kills-5-injuries-over-200
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Independent Vindicatrix of East Kent Association - M.N.  

MN once again represented our association and the Merchant Navy at the Ramsgate "Armed Forces Day" 

parade / Drumhead Service on Saturday, June 25th; 2022. This year we were the only Merchant Navy 

representatives on parade as our colleague in the Prince of Wales Sea Training Association was parading 

elsewhere this year. The parade and general public were smaller this year but there was still a good turn 

out and it was good to see so many cadet units and cubs / brownies / scouts on parade. 
 

Dramatic rescue effort to save Brits from sinking 30ft yacht engulfed in flames  
The crew of Boskalis Marine Services, SMIT DART, 

bravely helped fight a fire on a yacht and assist in the 

rescue of persons on board off the coast of Plymouth on 

June 23. However, the 30ft fibreglass yacht caught 

couldn't be saved as it sank around two miles due west 

of Rame Head, Cornwall, despite the best efforts from 

local vessels. Following the incident, an HM 

Coastguard spokesperson said: “At 2.10pm 23 June, 

HM Coastguard had a report of a yacht on fire 

southwest of Rame Head, Plymouth. "The RNLI 

lifeboat from Plymouth was sent and provided safety cover to the shore for a nearby vessel which had 

taken the casualties on board. “The casualties were passed into the care of the Southwest Ambulance 

Service. Local vessels in the area also assisted. Source : The Daily Star 

 

(V58) RAMSGATE'S ARMED FORCES DAY PARADE 2022 
Hi to you all, 

This year's parade 

was smaller than 

our previous 

parades but that 

was mostly due to 

age, health and, to 

my mind a lack of 

local publicity but 

never the less it went off well.  My wife was unable to take any photos this year but I have received these 

from a good friend and I think you'll like them.  Unfortunately we were the only Merchant Navy 

representatives on parade this year as out colleague in the Prince of Wales Sea Training Association was 

parading elsewhere this year but I did my best to "show the flag". … ……. … Best wishes, Phil Hughs. 

7 Indonesian Sailors Escape from Korean Boat; One Dies 
The Manpower Ministry had confirmed that seven Indonesian sailors escaped from a Korean-flagged ship 

by swimming to shore. During the escape, one person died. 

The ministry's PR Bureau chief, Chairul Fadli Harahap, said that the government is currently assisting the 

sailors. The ministry, he said, continues to communicate with the Indonesian Embassy in Soul."The 

Indonesian government through the Indonesian Embassy in Seoul continues to provide legal assistance. 

We will provide further information at the first opportunity," Chairul told Tempo via text message on 

Sunday evening, June 26.According to authorities' reports, the seven Indonesian sailors escaped from the 

Korean fishing boat by swimming 1.6 kilometers to shore. They received help from another Indonesian 

who worked as a sailor in a different foreign fishing vessel by getting them transportation and 

accommodation. One sailor died during the escape, and the body was sent home to Brebes, Central Java 

on June 17.Following reports from the boat owner, the Korean Police traced down and arrested the six 

sailors and the migrant worker that helped them escape. "They are now being detained at the Korean 

Immigration pending trial," Chairul said. Source : TEMPO 
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ONE Announces Industry-First Weight Discrepancy Surcharge for 

Overweight Containers 
The Loadstar June 28, 2022 - By Mike Wackett (The Loadstar) – 

Asia-Europe ocean carriers are cracking down on rogue shippers who incorrectly declare westbound 

booking container weights and make last-minute verified gross mass (VGM) amendments. 

Misdeclared booking weights can cause the weight allocations of individual alliance partners to be 

exceeded, ships to shut out cargo, contracts to underperform and revenue to be lost. 

For instance, Japanese carrier ONE said a weight discrepancy fee would be applicable from 1 July for 

bookings accepted on or after that date. 

ONE said the penalty fee would apply where the cargo weight deviated by more than +/- 3 tons per teu 

from the bill of lading instructions and VGM documentation. 

Its advisory added: “The implementation of this misdeclaration penalty will support the operational safety 

for everyone in the cargo handling network, both onshore and onboard ship.” 

The International Maritime Organization’s (IMO) Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) VGM regulations, 

requiring the gross mass (cargo gross weight plus container tare weight) of loaded shipping containers to 

be recorded and verified before they can be loaded onto a vessel for export, came into force on 1 July 

2016. 

Previously, shippers often estimated the weight of export containers or, in some cases, deliberately 

misdeclared information, compromising the safe carriage of containers at sea and resulting in many 

accidents relating to vessel stability and the collapse of container stacks. 

Overall, the VGM regulations have been successfully implemented around the world, resulting in much 

safer supply chains. However, concerns have been raised in the past over the accuracy of weighing 

facilities, as well as the number of late VGM amendments. 

Moreover, where container lines have an abundance of export cargo to load, as has been the case in the 

past two years from Asia to Europe and the US, cargo weights become more critical. 

At the recent Multimodal event in Birmingham, carriers were less interested in discussing rates with a 

shipper that wanted to move 20ft containers of animal feed from China to the UK, than if he had been 

offering them 40ft containers of garden furniture. A carrier representative conceded that his line was 

currently “restricting heavy boxes from China”. 

And carriers have also tightened up on their annual contracts with shippers that specify minimum quantity 

commitments between the BCO (shipper) and the shipping line, which have often only focused on 

volume, to also encompass container weights. According to a carrier source, some shippers have been 

“conveniently underestimating the weight of their boxes”. 

“It drives our ops guys mad,” he said. “The weights they state in the agreements are often nowhere near 

the actual.” 

And ONE appears to suggest it has similar issues. Its advisory added: “The penalty fee also safeguards 

the commercial integrity of our agreements with all our customers.” 

The Loadstar is known at the highest levels of logistics and supply chain management as one of the best 

sources of influential analysis and commentary 

Orcelle Wind: The World’s First Wind-Powered RoRo Vessel  

On June 21st 2022  
Wallenius Marine and KNUD E. HANSEN signed an 

agreement that KNUD E. HANSEN will join the project of 

designing the world’s first wind-powered RoRo vessel, as 

Naval Architects. The vessel will: · use wind as the main 

form of propulsion · operate at speeds of 10-12 knots under 

sail that can be increased with the supplemental power 

system · reduce emissions by as much as 90 percent · have a 

capacity to carry 7000 cars along with breakbulk and rolling 

equipment. 
 

 

https://gcaptain.com/author/theloadstar/
https://theloadstar.com/?s=Mike+Wackett
https://www.one-line.com/en/news/implementation-weight-discrepancy-surcharge-asia-europe-trade-west-bound-only
http://theloadstar.co.uk/
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Entering the Arctic Circle Crossing the line to the land o 

f the Midnight Sun and the Northern Lights  
An invisible line sweeps across Sweden, Finland, 

Russia, Alaska, Canada, Greenland and Iceland - a 

line that also splits Norway in two. The magic number 

66° 33’ marks this line, the Arctic Circle, north of 

which the midnight sun shines. Above the line, you 

can see the sun 24 hours a day throughout the summer 

- or the Northern Lights in the winter, weather 

permitting.  

On Hurtigruten Voyages along the Norwegian 

coast, they often celebrate crossing the line 

with rites such as whistle signals and symbolic 

on-deck baptisms. You will see the line 

marked on a globe on the small islet of 

Vikingen, in Rødøy Municipality between 

Nesna and Ørnes. To the west of this point is 

the island of Hestmannen, which was depicted 

in the Nordland legend about trolls that were 

suddenly turned into stone, becoming the 

mountains along the Nordland coast. 

Eastwards, Mefjorden continues up to the Svartisen glacier. The exact location of the Arctic Circle varies 

each time you travel past it. Over the course of a full year, the virtual line shifts by almost 15 metres – 

while Vikingen and its Arctic Circle Monument remain firmly in place. The exact position of the line 

depends on the angle of the earth’s axis compared to the plane of its orbit at the time.  

The Paris MoU listed the reasons for the campaign as: polar 

waters have a unique ecosystem that is vulnerable to human 

influences such as ship operation; polar waters impose 

additional navigational demands beyond those normally 

encountered in non-polar waters; and polar waters impose 

additional demands on the ships, their systems and 

operations beyond the existing requirements for normal 

operations at sea. The goal of the campaign is to determine 

the level of compliance with the requirements of the Polar 

Code 

and also to create awareness amongst ship crews 

and ship owners with regard to the importance of 

compliance with the provisions of the code. In 

addition, the Paris MoU said it wants to highlight 

the increased risk to ships operating in polar 

waters and the need for protection of the 

vulnerable polar environment; to send a signal to 

the industry that safety- and pollution prevention 

related requirements are mandatory and 

enforcement with the applicable requirements is high on the agenda of the member authorities; and to 

underline the responsibility of the Port State Control regime with regard to harmonized enforcement of 

compliance with the requirements of the code, thus improving the level of compliance and ensuring a 

level playing field. The results of the campaign will be analyzed and findings will be presented to the 

Paris MoU Committee. Source : cruiseindustrynews. 
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Research into social interaction among crew informs new guidance for the 

maritime sector  
Research into social interaction among crew informs new guidance for the maritime sector 

__________________________________________________________________ 

Norwegian Cruise Cut Short After Hitting Iceberg in Alaska -Incident Video 
https://gcaptain.com/norwegian-cruise-cut-short-after-hitting-iceberg-in-alaska-incident-

video/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-c133f57439-139894965&mc_cid=c133f57439&mc_eid=4c72dd3685 

 

Fly the Red Flag Ensign Car Window Stickers 
The Seafarers Charity will be placing an order for Fly the Red Flag Ensign Car Window Stickers and 

foldable donation boxes this week, if you would like to order any of these please contact Maria 

Higham maria.higham@theseafarerscharity.org to place your order by Thursday 7th July. 

WE WERE ONLY ADVISED ON TUESDAY 5TH JULY 
 

Italy Refuses To Unfreeze Russian Yachts 

Corinth Canal reopening after 16-month hiatus  
Tugboats tow a barge carrying an earth mover and other 

equipment through the Corinth Canal, which has undergone 

much-needed fortification and maintenance work. The historic 

canal, which links the Aegean Sea in the east to the Ionian in the 

west across mainland Greece and the Peloponnese, is a major 

tourism and yachting attraction, and is due to reopen on Monday 

for three months. The crossing has been closed for 16 months in 

the wake of several landslides. Prime Minister Kyriakos 

Mitsotakis and other officials visited the canal on Friday to inspect progress on the fortification project. 

[Yiannis Liakos/Intime News 

Jeff Bezos' $500 million superyacht row:  
Netherlands' historic bridge to not be dismantled World's second richest man Jeff Bezos' million dollar 

superyacht is currently being built at the Oceanco's shipyard in Alblasserdam in the west of the 

Netherlands. Now, the shipyard has decided to not ask the Dutch city of Rotterdam to dismantle the 

landmark bridge after protests from locals, who had planned to pelt the superyacht with rotten eggs. 

Months after the Dutch port city of Rotterdam said that it would temporarily dismantle an historic bridge 

to allow a $500 million superyacht built for Amazon founder Jeff Bezos to pass, it has emerged that the 

plans have been halted. The shipyard building the billionaire’s 417-foot-high superyacht has decided to 

not ask the Dutch city of Rotterdam to dismantle the landmark bridge.The historic bridge in question is 

the iconic Koningshaven Bridge, which dates from 1878 and was re-erected after it was destroyed by the 

Nazis in 1940 during World War II. In a setback to Bezos, his 417-ft yacht, featuring three massive masts 

and three decks, might not float on the sea as the Oceanco shipyard has pulled the plug on its plan to seek 

permission for temporary dismantling of the construction. The ship is currently being built at the 

Oceanco's shipyard in Alblasserdam in the west of the Netherlands. The company has halted the plan 

after an outcry from angry locals, according to a report in local news website Trouw. The decision 

angered some in the Netherlands as the local council promised after a major renovation in 2017 that it 

would never again dismantle the bridge, known to Rotterdammers as De Hef. In protest against the same, 

thousands had planned to pelt the superyacht with rotten eggs if the city went ahead with its plans of 

dismantling the iconic 140-year-old bridge. Meanwhile, 57-year-old Bezos is the world’s second richest 

man after Elon Musk, with a net worth of $133 billion, according to the Bloomberg Billionaires Index. 

When not travelling by sea on superyachts, he can be found blasting into space on his Blue Origin 

capsule. source : Times Now 
 

 

https://www.seafarerswelfare.org/news/2022/research-into-social-interaction-among-crew-informs-new-guidance-for-the-maritime-sector
https://gcaptain.com/norwegian-cruise-cut-short-after-hitting-iceberg-in-alaska-incident-video/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-c133f57439-139894965&mc_cid=c133f57439&mc_eid=4c72dd3685
https://gcaptain.com/norwegian-cruise-cut-short-after-hitting-iceberg-in-alaska-incident-video/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-c133f57439-139894965&mc_cid=c133f57439&mc_eid=4c72dd3685
mailto:maria.higham@theseafarerscharity.org
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Survey Shows Worrying Increase in Number of Containers Lost at Sea  

Mike Schuler  
The number of shipping containers lost at sea has risen significantly during the pandemic thanks to an 

“unusually high” number of incidents particularly in the winter of 2020-21, the World Shipping Council 

said in its lastest Containers Lost at Sea report.The winter of 2020-21 saw a huge spike in the number of 

weather-related incidents, bringing average losses for the two-year period (2020-2021) to 3,113 

containers, compared to 779 in the previous period (2017-2019). The past two years caused worrying 

break in the downward trend for losses, with the average number of containers lost at sea per year since 

the start of the survey increasing by 18% to 1,629 (from 2008-2021). …………  Source : gCaptain 

Bulk Carrier Captain and Chief Mate Fined for Leaving Great Barrier Reef 

Shipping Lanes - Mike Schuler 
https://gcaptain.com/bulk-carrier-captain-and-chief-mate-fined-for-leaving-great-barrier-reef-shipping-

lanes/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-03e8372894-139894965&mc_cid=03e8372894&mc_eid=4c72dd3685  

Russia Quits Snake Island Opening Danube To Ship Grain 
https://gcaptain.com/russia-quits-snake-island-opening-danube-

grain/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-adb58feeaa-

139894965&mc_cid=adb58feeaa&mc_eid=4c72dd3685  

TUGS UNABLE TO PULL STRICKEN PORTLAND BAY OUT TO SEA 

OVERNIGHT Posted by Ian Ackerman  

 EFFORTS to tow the stricken bulk carrier PORTLAND BAY to deeper water stalled late in the evening 

when tow lines snapped in “extreme” 

weather conditions. The bulk carrier 

lost power after it departed Port 

Kembla on 3 July and drifted towards 

the shore before it dropped its anchors 

about 1 nautical mile off the Royal 

National Park. Throughout much of 

yesterday, the ship was perilously 

close to shore, with the tug SL 

Diamantina, and later SL Martinique 

and Bullara, keeping it from 

grounding on the rocks. The tugs later 

attempted to tow the ship to deeper 

and safer water. According to Port 

Authority of New South Wales CEO 

Philip Holliday, the ship was last night moved northwards towards a more sheltered location where it is 

now sitting safely near Port Botany with both anchors deployed and secured. One tug remains connected 

and another remains close by. AIS data shows PORTLAND BAY siting off the coast of Cronulla, with 

SL MARTINIQUE nearby and Bullara in the area. “With 11-metre swells experienced last night, an 

operational decision was made to suspend further attempts to tow the ship out to sea,” Mr Holliday said. 

“The crew of the MV PORTLAND BAY has been unable to make the repairs required on board and the 

incident team’s preference at this time is to bring the ship into Port Botany when the weather abates so 

repairs can be undertaken in the safety of a berth and port environment.” Mr Holliday said based on 

current weather forecasts, it is expected that the ship will remain offshore until at least Wednesday. “An 

additional tug with heavy duty emergency equipment is travelling from Newcastle and is expected to 

arrive at Port Botany in the early afternoon today to provide further assistance,” he said.“The ship is 

maintaining its position and the crew are safe, their safety and the safety of our frontline responders 

remains the highest priority. The ongoing severe weather conditions makes moving the MV Portland Bay 

extremely hazardous, so the vessel is being supported in position until the weather eases. Source : Daily 

cargo News 

 
Tugs BULLARA and SL DIAMANTINA assisting the stricken 

Portland Bay off the coast of New South Wales on 4 July 2022. 

Image: marksundinimages.com 

https://gcaptain.com/author/mike/
https://gcaptain.com/bulk-carrier-captain-and-chief-mate-fined-for-leaving-great-barrier-reef-shipping-lanes/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-03e8372894-139894965&mc_cid=03e8372894&mc_eid=4c72dd3685
https://gcaptain.com/bulk-carrier-captain-and-chief-mate-fined-for-leaving-great-barrier-reef-shipping-lanes/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-03e8372894-139894965&mc_cid=03e8372894&mc_eid=4c72dd3685
https://gcaptain.com/russia-quits-snake-island-opening-danube-grain/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-adb58feeaa-139894965&mc_cid=adb58feeaa&mc_eid=4c72dd3685
https://gcaptain.com/russia-quits-snake-island-opening-danube-grain/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-adb58feeaa-139894965&mc_cid=adb58feeaa&mc_eid=4c72dd3685
https://gcaptain.com/russia-quits-snake-island-opening-danube-grain/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-adb58feeaa-139894965&mc_cid=adb58feeaa&mc_eid=4c72dd3685
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ITF rallies behind Aqaba families, strikers after chlorine horror kills 13, injures 250  
The ITF Seafarers’ Trust has made a USD $55,000 emergency grant to enable local unions to help the 

families of those who have died or are in a serious condition, following a release of noxious chlorine gas 

at the port of Aqaba, Jordan this week. 

More of those wonderful Church Bulletins! Thank God for church ladies with typewriters. These 

sentences (with all the BLOOPERS) actually appeared in church bulletins or were announced in 

church services: 

The church will host an evening of fine dining, super entertainment and gracious hostility.  

 --------------------------  

Ladies Bible Study will be held Thursday morning at 10 AM. All ladies are invited to lunch in the 

Fellowship Hall after the B. S. Is done.  

 --------------------------  

  The pastor would appreciate it if the ladies of the Congregation would lend him their electric girdles for 

the pancake breakfast next Sunday.  

----------------------------- 

The eighth-graders will be presenting Shakespeare's Hamlet in the Church basement Friday at 7 PM . The 

congregation is invited to attend this tragedy.  

--------------------------  

  The Associate Minister unveiled the church's new campaign slogan last Sunday: 'I Upped My Pledge - 

Up Yours. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Husband: “I don’t know why you wear a bra, you’ve got nothing to put in it.” 

Wife: “You wear briefs, don’t you?” 

A Chinese couple came to stay in Ghana and had a baby but the baby was black. 

 

The husband, Yen, asked his wife, Chu, “Why is the baby black?” 

 

Chu answered, “Yen, you know we are in Ghana, no electricity, room hot, you hot, me hot, sex hot, 

baby burn.” 

World's largest civilian hospital ship in port in Senegal  
On behalf of the charity Mercy Ships, Stena RoRo has been responsible for the construction of the 

GLOBAL MERCY the world's largest civilian hospital ship. The ship has now been ceremoniously 

inaugurated in Dakar, Senegal. While the celebrations were still underway, the crew had already begun 

with the ship's first mission in strengthening African healthcare.Stena RoRo specializes in designing ships 

for special needs. Project management for the construction of the GLOBAL MERCY has been underway 

since 2013 and has involved several European, American and Asian subcontractors. Construction was 

carried out at the Tianjin Xingang shipyard in northern China where Stena RoRo had an international 

team on site for monitoring the construction process. Per Westling, managing director for Stena RoRo, 

was present at the inauguration of the vessel in Dakar."For us, this marks the end of our extensive 

involvement in a major, multi-year project. For Mercy Ships, the inauguration marks the beginning of 

something new. With the Global Mercy in full operation, the organization's ability to help the less 

fortunate in need of care more than doubles. They are doing a fantastic job and we are very proud and 

happy to have been a part of it."  

Very special requirements  

Building a ship with capabilities for both sea voyages and hospital care in port is very demanding. Stena 

RoRo based the design on its concept for RoPax ships – combined passenger and cargo ships for 

international travel – and modified it into a pure passenger ship with hospital capabilities. Both the hull 

form and interior layout are specially designed, and the ship features a custom ventilation system. 
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Particular care has been taken to minimizing vibrations and noise. "We removed car decks and built 

operating theatres and hospital wards instead," Per Westling explains. "The ship has space for 200 

hospital patients. In port, 950 people can be accommodated and the ship is equipped with everything 

needed for both in-patients and those working on board, including schools and kindergartens for the 

volunteers' children." Training for local healthcare professionals  

The GLOBAL MERCY also has very modern training 

facilities, and they are already in use. In addition to 

providing surgical and other care, Mercy Ships trains 

healthcare professionals and strengthens the health 

infrastructure in the African countries in which it operates. 

The inauguration ceremonies for the Global Mercy were not 

even completed when the crew began the ship's first mission 

on the African continent: training more than 260 Senegalese healthcare workers in surgical and anesthesia 

skills, for example.  

The GLOBAL MERCY is the first of Mercy Ship's vessels to have been designed and built specifically 

for their needs. The new ship will operate alongside the Africa Mercy, which has been in service since 

2007. With both ships, Mercy Ships expects to be able to conduct more than 5,000 operations each year, 

treat over 28,000 dental patients and train more than 2,800 local healthcare employees.  

A global project under Swedish management  

The project started back in 2013. Swedish Stena RoRo has been responsible for the design, contracting 

and execution of this unique and global project. French Barry Rogliano Salles, BRS, has served as the 

broker; detailed design was by Finnish Deltamarin; and construction has been carried out at the Tianjin 

Xingang shipyard in China. The Global Mercy, classified by Lloyd's Register in the United Kingdom, 

will sail under the Maltese flag and operate along the coast of Africa. A selection of suppliers involved in 

the project:  

Ø ABB Azipod® – Propulsion systems and generators  

Ø Alfa Laval – Coolers  

Ø Berg Propulsion – Bow propeller  

Ø Consilium – Safety systems, fire alarm system  

Ø Evac – Waste management  

Ø MacGregor – Hull doors and gang planks  

Ø Scan Marine– Monitoring and inspection of interior  

Ø Selectope – Antifouling painting  

Ø Wärtsilä – Generator motors  

GLOBAL MERCY has six operating theatres, a laboratory, general outpatient clinics, a dental clinic and 

an eye clinic. The hospital section amounts to 7,000 square meters. The vessel is also equipped with very 

modern training facilities. In full operation docked in port, the Global Mercy will be able to accommodate 

up to 950 people, including crew members and volunteers from around the world.  

 Ø Length: 174 meters  

Ø Beam: 28.6 meters  

Ø Draught: 6.15 meters  

Ø Gross tonnage: 37,000 tonnes  

Ø Deadweight: 5,448 tonnes  

Ø Total area, interior: 30,000 square meters 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 
Photo : Cpt. Frank Pronk ©  

https://www.merchantnavyfund.org/
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The Merchant Navy Association 
Bringing Seafarers past & present together  

Through meetings and communications 
Comradeship and Support for all seafarers 

Merchant Navy and Fishing Fleets 

For information visit our website 

www.mna.org.uk  
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

That’s all from me now folks. 

Stay Safe Shipmates 

 

 

Good Health, Fair Winds and Calm Seas. Take Care. 
 

 
 

Yours Aye,  

Malcolm 

 

Malcolm Mathison  

Merchant Navy Association 

 

Tel: 01472 277 266 Mob: 07831 622 312 Email: R546060@aol.com  

www.mna.org.uk       Registered Charity No. 1135661  
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